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About Romance Series | thes DO. Seek' | ]}_ they’re not so hot in the racism depart- 

The new wave of preteenandteenage § ff COOOGS6S6 _ @ = ment either). A new generation is now 

romances can be viewed merely as trivial |g © S220 OF ‘eed | Le 4] being subjected to the same nonsense , 

trash, unworthy of placement in this na- | f WeS2e eer} | —good looks andtherightclothesarea | 

tion’s schools for quick sales promotion. fF \(———————==" J | girl’s most important attributes, there / 

The wave can also be viewed as one of [| (af kag | is no need to take responsibility for | 
many efforts our patriarchal system is [| | | | | | (| your life because a man will do it for | 
making to maintain power over women’s | —— you, life “ends” (at sixteen years old, if | 

lives. | SEE Vaca L youre really lucky) when you can walk | 

Patriarchy is defined as a political | @ 949 G9 gga 9) fof into the sunset with the perfect boy: | 
structure that privileges men. It is main- 4  i@@@@#;8)}&»&»&56E—E—rue | friend. a } 
tained in slightly different ways in dif- ff a —rrr— ] And the messages about race are just 

ferent countries. Whatever the combina- rtsi—“is—O_CSsSsSéS<éCS as bad. Either there are no people of co- 
tion of ways used—religion, custom, law lor in the world (hardly realistic, but 

or physical force, patriarchy also in- regressive political time. So what do we not unlike the white myopia of the ear- 

volves control over minds and values. do about the romance novels? As con- ly ’50’s) or else they're super beings on- 

Both men and women must be taught to cerned educators working towards a ly too happy to support and counsel the 
believe that women’s role is primarily to more egalitarian society, we must chal- white protagonists. (We suppose we 

bear and rear children. lenge patriarchal values and controls should be grateful that the worst of the 

Today, women are struggling for re- |whenever and wherever wecan.Thenew old racist stereotypes are not reappea- 
productive rights, for day care, for lesbi- romances are trivial trash. But trivial Ting—at least no book we've read has a 
an rights, for males to play anequal role _ trash, as well as great literature, carries watermelon-eating mammy crooning 

in household tasks and in childrearing; content messages. As educators, we must to her charges.) 

these are all struggles against a patriar- find ways to give young people alterna- These books are, unfortunately, but 
chal power and male privilege. They are _ tive messages to patriarchal pap—mes- one manifestation of the conservative, 

all struggles tomake women—asagroup Sages which may help a new generation turn-back-the-clock attitudes gaining 
—independent of male largesse andcon- _ to defeat patriarchal power. acceptance today. As conservatives 

trol. e seek to imprison women in the kitchen 

But the team now wearing the “Poppa 3 3 once again, what better propaganda 

Power” jerseys is formidable. They in- ___f there is nothing so powerful as an than books that tell girls that that’s the | | 
clude the “Right to Lifers,” the Congres- idea whose time has come, anideathat most desirable place to be (next to one’s 

sional “Budget Cutters” (eliminating makes money must run a close second true love’s arms, of course). Girls cer-/ 
day-care funds and job training for wom- !% the power sweepstakes. Saleability tainly shouldn’t be worrying their pret/ 
en), the Congressional “Bill Makers” 18 certainly a key factor in the newest _ ty little heads about anything else—ev- 
(forbidding textbooks that present fe- fad (phenomenon, if you will) in chil- en if women’s wages are still 59 per 
males in non-traditional roles), the State 2ten’s books—series romances. As not- cent of what men make, even if their 
“Anti-ERAers,” the “Moral Majority- ed in this issue, the success of the Wild- right to an abortion is in jeopardy, even 
ers”—and the “Romance Brainwashers.” fire romances has spawned a host of if cutbacks in welfare, day care and 
These “Brainwashers” are perhaps the others—and sales are fantastic. First health care will make women’s lives in- 
most dangerous players, because they sold only through school book clubs, the creasingly difficult. 

aim to induce a new generation to inter- T0mances are now being sold in book- Given their content, we lament the 
| nalize patriarchal values, thus convinc- stores with considerable fanfare and sales of these books in any market, 

| ing women that they need not even form Promotion. ae place. What concerns us most, how- 
 ateam. But it’s not just saleability that ac- ever, is the fact that these books are be- 

The “Brainwashers” have been victor: Counts for the success of these books. ing sold in the schools, thereby giving 

ious in the past. Women were hauled out APparently marketability is reinforced them a validity they might not other- 
of their homes to work while men were by the power of an idea whose time has wise have. Because these romances are 
fighting WWII. When “Poppa Power” Come again. They represent a backslid- appealing, because they are avidly 
had other needs, an incredible govern- ‘'"8 4 regression to the most sexist yead, educators are misled into think- 

ment-led campaign emerged to convince ™essages of the 1940's and 1950's (and ing that they are in some way “good” 
women that home was their intended for children (i.e., young girls)—reading 
place and childcare their intended role. aids at best, escapist literature at 
Women went back to the home until the TO OUR READERS worst. But as Elaine Wagner said 
early 1970’s. It happened in Germany, We apologize for the lateness of this] about the Wildfire magazine (the same 
too. The women’s movement scored ma- Bulletin. Staff involvement in the prod- | ideology in another format; see the last 
jor advances in the early part of thiscen- | uction of a new curriculum on the Ku] Bulletin), adults—and teachers in par- 
tury (see Ms. magazine, Oct. and Nov., Klux Klan (see page 32 and the inside] ticular—must take some responsibility 
1980). When Hitler wanted babies for back cover) has delayed the comple-} for what they give children to read. We 
the Fatherland, the slogan “Kinder, tion of this issue and will regrettably al-} can hardly imagine praising teachers 
Kiiche, Kirche,” plus brainwashing, so cause some delay in the comple-| who pushed drugs, even though stu- 
drove women back to the home once tion of the rest of the volumes in this} dents might welcome them. Series rom- 

more. calendar year. We regret any incon-} ances are no less seductive, no less 
The literature of any period reflects venience that this causes. addictive—and only somewhat less 

the politics of that period—and this is a dangerous. 
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The New Preteen and Teenage Romances— 
2 

A Report to Educators and Parents Issued in 
= . 2 . . 

Concert with the National Education Association 

The popularity of the formula-written preteen and teenage on the particular series distributed in their schools—and par- 
romance series is alarming, and their distribution through the ents, on the books being sold to their children—we have an- 
nation’s schools is particularly distressing. This issue of the alyzed the books by series and by club distributor. The first 
Bulletin, conceived in part as a Report to the Educators and two articles analyze the series sold through Scholastic clubs 
Parents of the United States, is published in conjunction with (Wildfire and Wishing Star); the next two pieces analyze the 
the National Education Association (NEA), which shares our series sold through the clubs owned by Xerox Education 
concern about the inferior literary quality of these books and Publications (Sweet Dreams and First Love). 

the sexism and other biases they promote. Next, the argument most frequently advanced to justify the 
Like NEA, we question the private corporations’ use of sale of the romance books in schools—to wit, that they will 

teachers as agents to promote, sell and distribute these turn girls on to reading—is commented on by a reading 
wretched books. specialist, by a librarian and by a feminist children’s book ed- 

David Darland of the NEA took part in the protest against itor. These pieces are followed by an article suggesting an 
the first of these romance series—the Wildfire books pub- antidote to the formula-written romances: books of literary 
lished by Scholastic Book Services (see page 30). It was as quality about friendships between girls and boys—books 
part of that protest that Dr. Darland made the statement recommended by The Feminist Press. 

which appears in the box below. The Statement should goa A history of series for teenagers, accompanied by a bibli- 
long way to clear the air of the confusion that has for too long ography, is included for those wishing to explore the pheno- 
equated ee and pigtes with censorship and book- menon further. A separate article compares the teen series 
burning. Educational organizations have been reluctant to to the Harlequin adult romances. 
criticize sexism and racism in children’s books, a reluctance i : i 
that we feel has been motivated by a fear of being labelled Lastly, there is an account of the recent meeting with censors. Scholastic book editors to protest the literary quality and bi- 

Teen romance series are nothing new; such formula-writ- ased content of their romance series. This meeting resulted 
ten books date back to the 19th century. What is new about in the formation of a coalition of local and national organiza- 

them is that they are being marketed on a massive scale, tions dedicated to eliminating bias and to improving the qual- 
with steep promotional budgets, TV advertising and com- ity of books distributed through the nation’s schools. A state- 
mercial gimmicks that include a national beauty contest for ment calling on individuals and organizations to join this coa- 
twelve-year-old girls. It is the hard-sell aimed directly at chil- lition completes our coverage. 
dren—further evidence that in book publishing today, it is not In a future Bulletin, Part || of this Report will examine 
professional editors but the market analysts who call the another aspect of our evaluation of teen romances: that the 
shots. It is also evidence of the urgent need for teachers, li- romance series books are a direct outgrowth of the trend in 
brarians and parents to call a halt to this crass exploitation of school book clubs away from quality literature and toward in- 

children. ferior “non-books.” Part II will explore the various school 
This issue of the Bulletin examines the four romance ser- book club operations and examine the content of their offer- 

ies currently being promoted in the nation’s classrooms and ings in the areas of fiction (other than romance), sports, fact 
book stores. Since teachers and librarians will want to focus and puzzle books, TV and media tie-ins, and cartoon books. 

Educational organizations are disposed to be very cautious in dealing with pub- 
lished materials for fear of being accused of censorship which educators deplore. 
However, caution need not become a Catch-22 problem. Clearly educators must 
be the constructive critics of materials and literature for children and youth. 

The idea that one book is as good as another, or that it doesn’t make any differ- 
ence what a child reads just as long as he or she reads something is pure sop. 
—David Darland, Associate Director, Instruction and Professional Development, 
National Education Association 
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The mass marketing of series romances for ten- to fourteen- 

year-olds is the publishing phenomenon of the decade 

Teen Books Go Big Time 

By Selma Lanes 

The commercial success of preteen devoured in the millions by an au- 

and teenage romance series is the pub- yo ee eee dience comprised almost entirely of 

lishing phenomenon of the decade. CO ag Si | adult women. What about a similar 

Sales are extraordinary. The average | : oS line of romances for pubescent females? 

print run for a quality teen novel today _ Lo Sere | In any case, the Wildfire imprint was 

is 7,500 eye ae these paperbacks 0 3 "pec | born, oe ee x now proliferating 

are printed in first runs as high as ee 2 fF paperback lines of teenage romances. 

200,000 copies per title. Authors’ \ rs ty | Both Scholastic and Wildfire’s editor 

agents report: “It is the only scene in @ aN _ -. Ann Reit were a trifle queasy about the 

j il blishi aa Oo ue ‘oduct. F j il blishi 

stew aeneh st aa about? Ac- = ; _ po cee ene Ae teem seeds 

cording to a New York Times article, it | vo. ae | has from the outset proclaimed it to be 

all began because booksellers became we the purveyor of only the richest spiritu- 

“uneasy” about the “hyper-realistic” | ve ie \ oo al nourishment for the young, the 

books their teen-aged customers (read io ee ee Wildfires didn’t quite fit the mold. 
girls) were buying—books fraught with e Pee 2 mts True, Scholastic’s tip-sheets for these 

unwed pregnancies, abortions, divorce, Oo ee formula-produced books, all of them 

drugs, homosexuality, venereal disease iC | ee about a high-school girl meeting a 

and incest. They communicated their i ea young Mr. Right, noted that anything 

distress to Scholastic’s field representa- | a a beyond hugging or an occasional chaste 

ee ant cree decided to do some- OO = ——" eee paged roe po eae 

thing about the situation. Le rol 4 all, for a paperback line for bookstore 

_ According to the director of promo- 4 = a5) . chains and supermarkets, as well as 

tion at Scholastic Book Services, how- C7 | the rich school book-club market ad- 

Awe pee pee books was ii Ce weg ecu by classroom Speers 

sparked a little more than two years a ae — *roun e nation, it was, at the least, a 

ago when the firm’s market analysts +S fo “| ee) new departure for Scholastic. In little 

noted that the fastest-selling titles in oo | a) ofl more than a year, however, the venture 

its school book clubs were those that |e ee) has proved successful beyond its origi- 

featured first love relationships and _ a 4. 2 \ nators’ wildest imaginings—to date, 

that sold to girls between twelve and |v 1 Pe 27 some 1,800,000 copies of 20 Wildfire ti- 

fifteen with a surprisingly large au- ECO tles have been devoured by their in- 

dience among ten and eleven year olds. er tended female audience. And though 

If the books were selling so well, posed ~~ ~=—rs—seEEEN the Scholastic promotion speaks of the 

Scholastic market analysts, why not a readership as teen-aged, it’s a good bet 

publish more like them? If they were | mel that readers ten to twelve comprise the 

doing so well in schools, why not also . gs CHO LP rc | lion’s share of the market. 

sell them in stores and supermarkets? | pAPEROS Predictably, Wildfire’s success led to 

Still another source suggests that | =| immediate imitators. As of this past 

Scholastic noted a flagging interest in @£7+37«7«&7«+»*»~S—sri‘“—ON September, Bantam Books has hopped 

teenage “problem novels” by such writ- i —=—=—OL on the romance bandwagon with its 

ers as Judy Blume and Norma Klein ___saUi_i_iétiwdsiadaiziUu_u_ own Sweet Dreams imprint for “teen- 

and cast a longing eye at the sales fig- The Wishing Star series, reviewed on agers”; Simon & Schuster has just in- 

ures for adult paperback romances and page 11, attempts to deal with “problems” augurated its Silhouette First Love ti- 

Gothic novels (notably the Harlequin but fails. Above, a Scholastic display tles for the same market; and Grosset, 

titles distributed by Simon & Schuster) piece for the series. Hearst and others are presently plan- 
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Cf -r—“—e ee duce the First Love line to nubile pre- 
ON teens. “We really have a cepuaiiehent 

PD _ : _ i to these books,” says Mona Altman of S 

CS ce 2a _ & S’s savvy marketing department in 
_ _. _ what may be the understatement of the 

aa4 : __ Ba : % WILDFIRE _ year. Bantam, with an advertising 

SS lLULULUmUrehl ee | budget “only” in the low six figures, 
 @) rAW 2“ P | plans to issue a newsletter to Sweet 

1 [4 7 1} I} vp j 4 wy Z| _ Dream fans. (Scholastic tried this route 

ILM 1] t VV), 7 (4 ‘a ia. | with a magazine called Wildfire: Every 
Doar) : > an re. _ Young Girl’s Dream, but met with so 
a Nhe a es i much opposition that it withdrew the 
ae : ’ ae " i periodical; see the last issue of the Bul- 

| Dollars 47 _ letin.) And Caprice, the new line of teen 
Li. ot a 4 _ romances by Grosset & Dunlap slated 

ty & SOS ¥ a 4 o for next January, is setting in motion a 
: o 4 ‘ “ : : yy nationwide cover-girl beauty contest as 
7 J : A UG . part of its promotion efforts! 

| a: zp — 4g | At Franklin Watts, editor Jean Ves- 

| Le . _ _ tal, long an advocate of older children’s 
iL a Vo “7 7 books with high-interest level but li- 

| eae L. | Scholastic/Bantam/Simon & Schuster 
iL [ i | | _ contributions can only help the busi- 

=~ TA oo ee 2g . * _ 2 |. _ a _ look on these books as doing a kind of 
oO _ eg, 4 Pee ie » % _ missionary work for us hard-cover pub- 

i he A _¥ oe a. a aa SS r _ lishers, making converts to reading. 

, & Py Vi { OSS, 2) WA) y Ct _ More power to them.” Vestal’s own line 

-. oe es ee fs _ of Triumph books contains such titles 

7. _ ee | as Only Love, a novel by Susanne Salas 

. Oct * — _ cover and is now a Laurel Leaf paper- 

ee, oe 2. back, 
Go oO } i At Xerox Education Corporation’s 

; ; a : book clubs (which sell Bantam’s Sweet 
ning their own competitive products. Cleary’s Fifteen and Francine Pascal’s Dreams and Simon & Schuster’s First 
Harlequin, owned by a Canadian My First Love, packaging them undera Love series) editor Mary Verdic sees 

newspaper chain and considered to be new Young Love imprint in order to the new romances as only one ingre- 
the largest publisher in the world, last take advantage of the new craze. Book- dient in a rounded book program offer- 
year sold 188 million adult romances stores can then feature the quality ing sports, biography, science fiction 
around the world. It, too, is planning to backlist Dell Laurel Leafs in displays and works of high literary quality to 

enter the children’s field. Harlequin with the strictly “front-list” titles of both boys and girls of junior high age 
vice-president Fred Kenner recently Scholastic and others. (In the trade, and up. Though the line tends thers a 
said: “We intend to develop a reader- front-list books are those whose life preponderance of zappy, TV tie-in titles 
ship market to reach from the cradle to span extends no more than one or two lately, of the 35-37 titles offered to the 
the grave. Book trade insiders say large printings; they are designed not school book clubs in each of four cycles 
that Harlequin’s international market for the ages but for the selling mo- during the school year, there are in th 
research network will give that firm ment.) present cycle only ahivee teen-a: ce ‘ 

the edge in romance competition, and The series’ chief merit, of course, ances and Verdic sees no lik ih od ef 

that Harlequin will soon dominate the from the publisher’s viewpoint—and _ the proportion increasin, ee ; sda if 

preteen and teenage world market. one by no means tobe lightly dismissed dozen, no matter how eat thei nee 

(For the time being, however, the big in this era of waning hardcover book larity with girls. [Si a thi inter e 
three are Scholastic’s Wildfire, Ban- sales to older children—is that they was conducted. ‘ma eine hae 
tam’s Sweet Dreams and Simon & sell. Many of Scholastic’s first Wildfire some changes. The « ; tR. co a b 
Schuster’s First Love.) titles, whose printings average 150,000 mailing contains inne ee 

Even George Nicholson, editor of each, have become staples on the juve- —with three feat a h ee 
Dell's high-quality juvenile paperback nile bookstore bestseller lists. So en- the leaflet adentas ee : 
lines of Yearling and Laurel Leaf re- thusiastic is Simon & Schuster about of the teacher’s ee ee 

prints, admits to combing his presti- the expanding market’s ultimate po- books—four of iter Dn en 
ote backlist for the express purpose tential that they plan a first-year ad- Frankly adecowledving. Oe 
of plucking out such titles as Beverly . vertising budget of $1,400,000 to intro- romances “are not great literature or 
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An analysis of the romance series that started it all 

os a 

Wildfire: Tame But Deadly 

By Brett Harvey 

Christy Jamison, sixteen years old, rial. Unlike the garbage we picked up off _ thing happen, he can be mean.” The only 
lives in a small, suburban community. the drugstore rack and hid from our par-_ Black people in the entire series appear 
Her parents are warm, loving, respon- _ ents, these books come from a respected in Dreams Can Come True, in which 
sive, yet clear and strict in their expecta- publisher long established in the schools; there is at least a nodding reference to 
tions of Christy. They are never incon- a publisher in the privileged position of racism. The first person Ellynne, the 
sistent. Christy loves and respects them. being one of the very few whose books central character, meets at her new 
She is responsible and cooperative at are actually ordered from within the school is Willie Evans—tall, beautiful, 
home, doing her chores promptly and schools. Teachers hand out the order brilliant, confident, head cheerleader 
helping out without being asked. She at- forms to their students, who bring them and the second most popular girl in the 
tends the local high school, works hard home to fill out. And the Wildfire Rom- school. Willie Evans is worth taking a 
and has lots of friends. None of the stu- ances are, of course, on those order closer look at because, in fact, she is a 

dents at her high school has ever taken _ forms. Because of Scholastic’s reputation major character in the novel. Although 
drugs. No one at Christy’s high school as a source of “good” books, and because, there is no indication that Ellynne has 
has ever heard of anyone who has ever after all, the order forms come from the ever encountered a Black person before 

taken drugs. No girl at Christy’s high school, parents assume the materials in her life, she and Willie slide instantly 
school has ever gotten pregnant, because are, if not downright educational, at and effortlessly into being “best friends.” 
none of the students has ever done more _ least acceptable to the educational com- Of course, Ellynne is “shocked and 

than kiss. All the students at Christy's munity. Let’s examine what these books startled” by the way Willie’s home is dec-. 
high school are white. All the people in teach the twelve- to fifteen-year-olds orated: “the brilliantly colored living 
Christy’s town are white. The parents of | who are their target audience. room,” “their splashy uses of reds, 
all the students are happily married. To begin with, the world of the Wild- oranges, and yellows,” Willie’s “brilliant 
There are no single-parent families in fire books is immutably middle-class to orange and yellow bedroom with the ze- 
the entire town. No one in the town upper-middle-class. Every family except bra-striped rug and black and white 
knows what the word “homosexuality” one lives in a solid house on a pleasant checked bedspread.” (Interestingly, 20 
means. street with a lawn or yard, in a small pages later, we find Ellynne in Willie’s 

The reader is by now muttering that town or semi-rural area. The one excep- room, plucking “at the fuzzy zebra- 
there is no such place, no such people. tion occurs in Dreams Can Come True,in striped bedspread.”) 
But there are. This is the unreal and which the widowed mother and daughter Although Redondo Beach, the setting 
homogenized world of a new series of live in an apartment. The family in Suzy _ for the novel, is a suburb which actually 
“teen romances” published by Scholastic Who?, however, lives in an elaborate contains Blacks of all classes, Willie 
Book Services, a division of Scholastic home which includes a decorator-de- doesn’t seem to have any Black friends. 
Magazine, Inc. Aimed at twelve- to fif- signed indoor garden and a studio in Her boyfriend is in college 500 miles 
teen-year-old girls and priced at $1.50, which Suzy’s father, a doctor, sculpts in away, conveniently precluding any on- 
the books bear such titles as Love Comes his spare time. (Suzy has had ballet les- stage love scenes. 
to Anne, Dreams Can Come True and sons, violin lessons, skiing lessons and Willie proves to be a kind of role model 
Just Sixteen. On the photographic horseback riding lessons.) At the other for Ellynne in the latter’s desperate 
covers, impossibly clear-skinned boys end of this extremely narrow spectrum is quest for popularity, epitomized by win- 
and girls—obviously teen models—smile _ the family in Just Sixteen, in which the ning a place on the cheerleading team. 
at each other. The series is called Wild- mother reluctantly goes to work be- Willie offers advice based on her own ex- 
fire Romances—a name which, if oddly cause—and only because—the father has _ perience as part of a tiny racial minority 
inappropriate for such tame books, has had a disabling accident. Some of the at school: 
turned out to be prophetic, as they have families have to practice a few little  “Can’t crumple, Kiddo. If you crumple, 
indeed sold like “wildfire”: over 1.8 mil- economies, but money can always be they'll keep right at you. You got to learn to 
lion copies since the first book appeared found for a pair of designer jeans or a be brazen . . . that’s female for brave.” 
in 1980. “costly” prom dress. a4 WG 

Just how pernicious are the Wildfire The Wildfire world is overwhelmingly « ae ee a 
Romances? Are they anything morethan white. A Hispanic man appears in Suzy ove! 
the harmless pap, the silly, escapist non- Who?; he is the caretaker of an animal At one point, her friendship with Will- 
sense teenagers have read in the past? shelter, a “short, heavy-set man,” who ie does create a tiny moral dilemma for 
Not really. The difference—and the prob- says things like, “Watch out for thees Ellynne. Ellynne has been invited to a 
lem—lies in the purveyors of this mate- one. . . theese German shepherd, some- _ party at the home of Merri Merriweather 
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(the first most popular girl in school); dazzling array of sexist stereotypes. For _ stacle. When a boy inquires about a li- 

Willie, who has also been invited, will _ one thing, girls do not call boys thatthey _ brary book one heroine has dropped, she 

not go because “They’re always extra are interested in. Ever. The mother in denies having read it, pretends she “has” 

nice. Mrs. Merriweather alwaysmakesa I’m Christy firmly states, “It isn’t smart to read it “for a report,” and hides her 

point of telling me how happy she isthat _ for a girl to chase after a boy, Christy. I other library books: “The last thing she 

I could come and how wonderful she don’t know what’s happened to Mike, but needed as a new student in the school 

thinks it is that Merri andI are friends.” I think you ought to wait and let him was a reputation as a bookworm.” In 

At first, Ellynne’s loyalty to Willie come to you.” The girls wait, worry and Suzy Who?, the heroine loves math and 

prompts her not to go herself. Onthe oth- anguish, but they never pick up the is a whizz at it. But she says: 

er hand, at Merri’s party, she will meet _ phone. It was not a great gift nor the one she would 

all the most popular kids at school, par- : have chosen. . . . Most likely Peter Gilbert 

ticularly Kip Russell, a boy on whom she Female Rivalry ve vale pers w a ee Vest 

ans 8) ig 7, al mi Si ‘a 

hasa se Willie’s ae 7 pore The major obstacles to be surmounted a Hinesyine ai just ve the way oa 
got something you want. Go get it, “ic~ in the search for the boyfriend are, of _solved that geometry problem, Suzy.” 
do.” Ellynne’s mother concurs, reassur- course, other girls. Rivalry between girls And what are the Wildfire mothers 
ing Ellynne that Willie ante she can is an important theme. Female rivalry _ like as role models? Only five of the 17 

take care of herself.” The problemisthus reaches a fever pitch in Superflirt (the work outside the home: one is a teacher, 

neatly side-stepped and Ellynne goes on heroine is a pathological “flirter” who one a bookstore owner, one a realtor, one 

to the para decisions, like whatdo «;teaJs” all her friends’ boyfriends) and _ a legal secretary, one a lawyer. However, 

I wear? in Beautiful Girl (the heroine is so beau- _ their jobs are clearly peripheral to their 

Bee tiful all the girls distrust her). On the real work (being mothers) and usually 

eee ee moons other hand, although friendships be- only alluded to once at the beginning of 

liane echreccompentioniontbeepor tween girls exist, in only two books inthe the novel. All the mothers seem to be 

SRLS eeeating etanmin tin iatane series are these friendships important magnificent cooks, skilled at sewing and 

acomingly theory Blackaneadent GG ae enough to be focused on. In fact, in Suzy talented decorators. They are never too 

fait Willie! at the schosll'in per hapa’the Who?, Suzy’s long-standing friendships tired to whip up a batch of brownies, 

only realistic moment in ene paar as with two frumpy and unpopular girlsare create a Halloween costume at a mo- 

fies cea: (Willie! eayetoe the’ school seen as obstacles to her social success. ment’s notice or single-handedly re-deco- 

“They'll ace Mer aae Chien on ae Her mother spends most of the novel urg- rate a daughter’s room. They’re always 

dear but Hoven Eeonties Weald bean ing Suzy to drop them. True, Suzy res- leaving delicious casseroles for the chil- 

Nority: Heayentters a Be fata nee ists, deciding instead to try to help them dren to heat up if they’re going to be out 

lotialy Manas a fter all a ee become more popular, but there is the for dinner. : 

ody eos into a ebetlacular disci f subtle implication in the novel that the There are two interesting exceptions: 

heroic sportsmanship: Willie chose be meee pe re ae ihe Only) GW SUE |e togtuces Wate sence 
Niarshecene ee ee aes Brains would seem to be another ob- In Summer of the Sky-Blue Bikini (the 

for Ellynne; Marsha reassures Willie; El- 
lynne immediately congratulates Mar- 
sha warmly and gamely suggests they 
all go for Cokes. Thus, although there is 

cee ee ae “hs ae ee ioe a As | reviewed the romance series, | found myself swept back to when | grew up 
ee Cot Wate Boe er on True Story magazine. The message remains unchanged—females who are tru- 
ae eee demeenaredirg ee y eee be rewarded by getting the man! “Unworthy” women are always 

; s 3 \ lenied this bliss. 

Scene racism and distorted by the im- Another similarity between these new books and the True Story genre is the ab- 
plausible and unrealistic niceness that} sence of minority characters. As a youngster, | devoured the stories but never saw 

pervades the novel. myself, for not only was | a Black teenager, | was intelligent, creative, assertive, 
nearly six feet tall and a leader. None of these qualities was incorporated into the 

Dated Messages to Girls romance stories then, and they are rarely included now. 
| remember the pain of my invisibility. | recall thinking that there was something 

If the series’ message about Blacks is | wrong with me; that | must actively hide my strengths if | were ever to achieve that 

that they don’t exist, Wildfire’s message _ | ultimate condition—to be part of a pair! It took two decades and years of therapy for 

to girls is crystal clear and straight out of | me to initiate a recovery from this assault. 

the 1950’s. At the core of every single | am now blessed with a granddaughter who is also Black, tall for her young age, 

book except one is the issue of getting | bright and active. | am determined that she not internalize the same garbage | did. 

and keeping a boyfriend. The exception, Since the major difference between my granddaughter’s situation and mine is 

That’s My Girl, almost proves the rule that True Story was not hustled in the classroom (I had;-in fact, to sneak to read 

because its heroine is a figure-skater it), and since she will obviously have access to this material, | have decided to han- 

working to make the Olympics. Her sin- dle it as negative role modeling. | will discuss the storylines, examine their credibili- 

gle-minded devotion to ice-skating sets | 'Y with her—and trust that her good sense will prevail. : ; 

her apart, making her almost exotic and _| will also commit myself to aiding any organized protest against these sexist, ra- 

not as “identifiable-with” as the rest of | Cist, classist, insulting publications.—Ashley Pennington 

the protagonists. 
The pursuit of the boyfriend involves a 
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only book in the series I would actually that so hard for you to understand? Believe law school, is a drab drudge who neglects 

recommend, in spite of its silly title), the me, it’s important. __ and misunderstands her daughter. El- 

father “just sort of dropped off the face of The trouble here is that the author is lynne’s values—being pretty, wearing 

the earth twelve years ago.” The mother _ clearly on the side of the daughter. After the right clothes, being popular, and, 

put herself through law school and is another exchange in which her mother above all, getting a boyfriend—are sub- 

about to become ajunior partner inalaw _ has criticized Ellynne for being too con- tly reinforced. Judith, significantly one 

firm. Her work is important to her, isfre- cerned with clothes, of only two mothers in the series whose 

quently mentioned and is taken serious- foe Hee at pees and nates work outside the home is important to 
that [she] was wearin; ie same navy biaz- : a 

pga vo ae unborn er and blue checked ibs that she’d had on her, is subtly criticized and put Glove 

i i i esterday. She hadn’t put any lipstick on .. 

ae se peaael ae Be ee out nes in the morning. Appearance Emphasized 

The other exception is more disturb- Her mother was so interested in her studies 
ing. Judith Aleese in Dreams Can Come that she seldom bothered with how she Perhaps the most striking aspect of the 

True is a young widow who is going to looked any more. Privately, Ellynne Wildfire books is their overwhelming 

law school. However, it is men who seem thought that her mother was carrying emphasis on physical appearance. “Good 

to have shaped her life to a great extent: things a bit too far. looks” are essential; dressing right is 
her deceased husband, who “helped me And there are other references to her crucial. In fact, the novels are crammed 

see who I was and what Ishould bedoing ™0ther's “straight hair pulled back into with descriptions of idealized faces, 
with my life,” and her brother, who has bun, and the fach that “overwork” 1s makeup and wardrobes. 
assured her of a place in his law firm as Using “little lines... around ee The Wildfire books present a world un- 
soon as she passes the bar. corners of [her] eyes and mouth. There's touched by any of the grim realities 

Judith has difficulty sympathizing also the implication that Judith doesn’t many teenagers face. Teen-age pregnan- 

with her daughter Ellynne’s intense de- spend the time she should with her cy is not an issue here because no one 

sire to be popular and to make the cheer- daughter because of that dumb old law EVER does, or is heard to do, more than 

leading team. Here is a typical exchange: school.” Of course, this being the Wild- kiss. And it’s the boys who always “gent- 
3 ; ; fire world, the mother does ultimately ly but knowingly” draw back. Their 

one ae pon Gr now ines pene come through and sheds tears of sym- voices get “rough” or “brusque” and they 

mere ae . pathy when Ellynne loses the cheerlead- say things like “I—uh—guess we'd bet- 

ing competition. But the message is ter go in now” or “Time to start for 
Ellynne: I want to be popular, Mother. Is clear. This mother, who cares only about ome.” There is not a whisper of a drug. 

In Just Sixteen, the heroine drinks a half 

a glass of wine, doesn’t tell her parents, 
and feels so guilty she never does it 
again. In another book, some friends of 

. :: . . the heroine drink beer at home in their 
An Interview with a Scholastic Editor birenta absence aad she wonders ca 

| attempted to make an appointment with Ann Reit, editor of Scholastic’s Teen | timoniously, “if Karen and David's free- 
Age Book Clubs, to talk with her about the Wildfire series. She declined to be inter- | 40m was the result of earned responsibil- 
viewed in person, saying that the Council on Interracial Books for Children had Tree lack of concern on their par- 
been critical of Scholastic and that she was too busy. She suggested that | send | ents part. . 3 
her my questions in writing and she would answer them by mail. | sent her a list of The real power of the Wildfire books is 
questions on August 6 and received her reply a month later on September 12. in | that they purport to depict the real lives 
general, her responses were brief and predictable, but the answers to the last two | and problems of U.S. teenagers. Playing 
questions are interesting; the questions and answers follow. on the insecurities and self-doubts which 

Q. /s the fact that the Wildfire books deal predominantly with white, middle-class | Plague most teen-aged girls, the Wildfire 
families an accident or the result of the perceived audience for the series? romances come just close enough to real 

A. We feel that the largest part of our audience is white, middle-class and there- | life to be convincing to young readers. 
fore the characters in the books are ones that the readers will make the closest But implicit in these hygienic stories are 
identification with. However, the book that is the Wildfire book for March will deal | the old, damaging and limiting stereo- 
with two couples, one white and one Black. types from which we've struggled so hard 

Q. How do you feel the series deals with the roles of women and girls in this to free ourselves and our children: that 
country? the real world is white and middle-class; 

A. | feel that the Wildfire books treat the roles of middle-class middle-American that motherhood is women’s only work; 

women and teenage girls realistically. We accept the fact that most teenage girls that a man is the ultimate prize and a 
are normally and healthily interested in boys. It isa truth that is universal, going woman is incomplete without one; and 
from the most primitive cultures to the most sophisticated. Along with their desire to | that in the battle for that prize, the wea- 
have a boy-girl relationship, some girls in these novels also intend to go on to col- pons are good looks and charm, intelli- 
lege and they have strong ideas as to what interests them in terms of a career. gence is a liability, and the enemy is oth- 
Adult female roles range from mothers who are working and are heads of a single- er women. [_] 
parent family to women in two-parent families who have chosen the homemaker 
role. In addition, adult female characters are portrayed in a variety of careers, such 
as: doctor; editor; law student; nurse; -gift-book store owner; artist; writer, etc.— About the Author 

Bl BRETT HARVEY, a free-lance writer, was 
formerly with The Feminist Press. 
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A new series purports to deal with real problems; our 
reviewer's verdict: double trouble 

2 s < 2 di 

Wishing Star: Hiding Trash 
7 66 ' 39 with a Veneer of “Reality 

By Emily Strauss Watson 

The Wishing Star series would ap- mind, like her dislike ofher new stepfa- Her lifestyle is casual and Jill is treat- 

pear to be Scholastic’s response to criti- ther, the fun she'll have at the next ed as an equal, although sometimes too 

cism of their Wildfire romances (see p. party in the park, and, most important, much so for Jill’s taste. Jill’s father, on 
8). Instead of being totally focused on her next drink. Susie’s rationale for the other hand, treats her as “Daddy’s 

boy-catching like the Wildfire books, drinking is that this is her way to Little Girl” and has her room in his Up- 
the Wishing Star titles attempt to deal “come to life with the same old excite- per East Side apartment decorated in 

with such specific “problems” as teen- ment, laughing and dancing, at ease pink and white ruffles. At one point, 

age alcohofism, joint custody, blindness _ with herself as she always was after a _Jill’s father becomes quite angry at her 

and paraplegia. few drinks. It was such a pleasant feel- for having had her ears pierced without 
The Wishing Star plots do not seem _ing, as if she were the prettiest, most his permission (his only consolation is 

written to formula, but several themes popular girl there. . . .” that Jill is wearing small earrings!). 

are common. All the protagonists come School over, Susie finally gets ajobat Jill attends a private school and her 

from upper middle- and middle-class a fast food place. The shop is hot and friends unquestioningly accept her 
backgrounds, all are pretty and bright the atmosphere uncomfortable. Soon, once-a-month-change of lifestyle, which 

and all, because of a quirk of fate, have Susie’s life is so unbearable that she includes her dragging a suitcase to 

to face and overcome a problem. cannot survive more than two hours school as she shuttles from one home to 
It is because of this focus on “pro- without a drink. Her lifelines to survi- the other. 

blems”—particularly disabilities— val become a bottle of vodka hidden in At school, Jill has her share of spe- 

that input from Disabled in Action of the bathroom at home, athermostaken cial friends and teachers. There’s Mrs. 

Metropolitan New York was sought. A to work and a boss who likes to keephis Winslow, her homeroom teacher, “a ro- 

primary focus of this analysis was to employees happy, especially ifthey are ly-poly woman who wore horn-rimmed 

determine whether or not the authors young, pretty and female. When Mon- _ glasses over black button eyes,” or Mrs. 
succeeded in providing accurate, non- rovia, La Dawn’s kid brother whom Su- Gabriel, “a little gray-haired lady who 

stereotypic information about the lives sie adores, finds Susie lying drunk in ... looked more like somebody's 

of teenagers with various problems, the park, Susie has a fight with La grandmother than a phys. ed. teacher.” 

particularly physical disabilities. Dawn but doesn’t change her drinking _Jill’s favorite teacher is Mrs. Carson, a 
Would the books help children under- _ habits. widow with two children who “came to 

stand and deal with different situa- After the final party of the summer, this country three years ago because 

tions and people? How would they af- Susie’s world finally turns into anight- she believed the opportunities for her- 

fect the self-image of young people with mare when she wakes up the next self and her children were greater here 

disabilities or other “problems”? (Be- morning to discover that Pamhasbeen than in Belize, even though she was 

cause of the exploding popularity of rushed to a hospital ina coma because black” (emphasis added). Jill’s friends 
teenage romances, the Wishing Star some of Susie’s “friends” had spiked include Sandy, who is more concerned 
books, which deal with purportedly Pam’s fruit juice drinks and then about the attention she gets from her 

realistic “problem” situations, are par- _ tricked her into taking pills. Guilty and male peers than her grades, and Mag- 

ticularly significant.) An analysis of contrite, Susie confronts her parents gie, an all-American teenage version of 

the four titles published to date follows. with her problem. The book ends with Dear Abby. 
The Lost Summer deals with teenage Susie headed for an alcoholic rehabili- As a typical teenage girl, Jill has an 

alcoholism. Susie, the sixteen-year-old _ tation center, a new romance in the of- avid interest in boys, and of course, has 

protagonist, is best friends with La fing, her friendship with La Dawn res- no difficulty in attracting two young 
Dawn, the only Black (“chocolate co- tored and her relationship with her men. The only problem is that Jason 
lored”) girl on Susie’s block, and Pam, mother and stepfather now wrinkle- and Paul represent two different as- 
the innocent blond (white, needless to _ free. pects of her life, which appear increas- 

say) whose waking hours are spent The Two Worlds of Jill tells of Jill’s ingly unreconcilable. Finally, the 

fretting over two things—boys and attempts to juggle the joint custody ar- crunch is on. Christmas vacation is at 

clothing. La Dawn, who is the envy of rangement that has followed her par- hand and Jill must decide between go- 

all for having the “cutest button nose,” ents’ divorce. Living one month with ing skiing with her friends in Vermont 

is dating a “dream,” aboy fromthe only each parent, Jill finds herself having to _ or pleasing just one of her parents. Will 

other Black family on their street. Su- adjust to two quite different lifestyles. joint custody tear Jill apart? In the end 

sie, however, has other things on her _Jill’s mother is an artist living in Soho. a miraculous solution appears on the 
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horizon to resolve conflicts and give the _ of some of the people there shocks her, they write about. The authors also 
book the requisite happy ending. but she is quickly reassured by a recep- treat each of the protagonists problems 

Blind Sunday is the best book of the _ tionist who tells her, “This floor is for as unique isolated incidents, rather 

lot—and the only one not first pub- spastics and stroke cases. .. . You're _ than the socially created problems that 

lished by Scholastic. (It was apparently 0n the third floor, amputees andpara- theyare. = eine 
originally a TV screen play.) Jeff is a plegics. It’s nice there. Eventually, ; The books depiction of minorities ig 

painfully shy teenager who is barely Andie “adjusts” and leaves the center just as unrealistic. Black names such 

able to keep a conversation going with more independence and 4 new as La Dawn, Monrovia and Valandia 

beyond simple yes-no responses. He friends, including Sammy, a “nice, exist only in the minds of cloistered, 

meets Lee, a pretty (of course) girl who clean old man.” sheltered white writers. And how con- 

quickly puts him at ease. Suddenly, Andie’s room at home has now been venient—in the interests of integra- 

Jeff realizes that Lee cannot see, but by moved to the first floor, but Andie is tion—to have two Black families on 
now his interest has been aroused. Jeff still trapped by the steps and narrow your street and to have each family 
follows Lee and soon learns how she doorways of the “outside world.” Fin- contribute one member of a perfect ro- 
gets about and very ably manages her ishing her schoolwork through home mantic match. 2 
everyday life. Lee is shown as very instruction, Andie is bullied into As in the other romances, considera- 
competent and independent, occasion- attending graduation and sitting ble time is spent carefully describing 
ally to the extreme of obnoxious stub- through a typical “hooray for the poor _ the physical attributes (all positive, of 
borness. She is also sensitive to the im- crip” scene in which she is voted most course) and attire of the protagonists 
pact of her blindness on her relation- likely to succeed. During this period, and their friends. Half-hearted stabs 
ships with others. However, despite Andie is also befriended by the rich are made at breaking through stereo- 
some good intentions, the author falls stepmother of the teenage drunken typic occupational roles, but Susie is 
into the handicapist trap of overcom- driver who caused the accident in still content to settle for becoming a 
pensation, describing Lee as “more which Andie was hurt. Her “fairy god- _ nurse instead of a doctor. Other stereo- 
cheerful than most, but she had to be, mother,” who had previously arranged _ types appear. In one book, a mother is 

to keep everybody from getting uptight for Andie’s swift admission to the rehab even described as coming to brunch 
around her.” Lee also seems to be preju- center, now places her chauffeur-driv- (the only meal her husband ever pre- 
diced about other people with disabili- en Bentley at Andie’s disposal. While pares) dressed as a “princess.” Pam’s 
ties; she leaves the bus seats reserved these outings offer temporary escapes, older parents are put down as “embar- 

for the handicapped free for “someone they do not give Andie true independ- _rassed” at having “had a baby after a 
else [who] might need them.” ence. When Joe, Andie’s brother, de- certain age.” Maggie’s mother wants 

Jeff tries to better understand Lee’s cides to take her to visit his college, her daughter to “have fun” and see less 
world by blindfolding himself, While they find themselves subjected to the of her poor-but-hard-working “O.A.0.” 
this technique is often used by parents indignities ofa barrier-filled world, but (One And Only). 

and teachers of visually impaired chil. the author's treatment of this reality Although three of the four mothers 
dren and adults, Jeff's unsupervised leaves much to be desired. (When Joe work, they hardly provide positive role 
ploy—in which he easily hops a cab 2d Andie’s flight lands, Joe “waited models because their work (nurse, ar- 
while blindfolded—leaves the reader Until the pasengers had left, then  tist, real estate agent) is not given se- 
with no real grasp of the lives of people Picked up his burden [Andie] and stag- rious recognition. One plus is that the 
with visual impairments. (It isalsoun- 8¢red off the plane.”) At the university, books make it clear that some women 
realistic to portray Lee as “passing” as Andie finds a barrier-free dorm com- work because of economic necessi- 
a sighted person for an entire evening Pete with “some of her own kind.” She _ tythe reality for most working wom- 
at a big school dance.) Blind Sunday flies home to decide her uncertain fu- en today. On the other hand, disabled 
may be a step in the right direction of ture. The author's messages are cer- women in particular need to be encour- 
helping children understand visual im- _ tainly clearer than Andie’s future—pi- aged to think creatively and seriously 
pairments, but it is only a small one. ty the poor crips; they function best in about. career choices, and these books 

In The Girl Who Wanted Out, the their own world and, more subtly, let's will certainly not accomplish that. 
reader meets Andie who, paralyzed as a keep them out of ours. Hardly a helpful (And of course there is no indication 
result of an auto accident, must now Message for young readers with dis- that the young protagonists are giving 
learn to live seated in a wheelchair. bilities! much thought to their own career choi- 
Her room, still on the second floor of ces.) 
her home, has been newly decorated by | Tameness Is Only Skin-Deep The evidence is clear and the verdict 
her mother, who “smiles courageously must be guilty. By attempting to pawn 
at her hopelessly crippled daughter.” As with the Wildfire series, the off its distorted version of “harsh” reali- 
Andie’s mom has also been thoughtful Wishing Star books seem tame enough ty, Scholastic Book Services has done a 
enough to provide a little bell on An- | —but only on the surface. On closer ex- ™ajor disservice to the schools that sell 
die’s bedside table so that Andie can amination, they represent a genre of these books and the students who read 
summon the attendant who has been destructive teenage literature. The them. Its Wishing Star series spells on- 
hired to answer her every beck and books present fantasies, easy solutions _y double trouble for the teenagers who 
call. Although Andie is reluctant to to difficult problems in worlds that do Fe fooled into thinking the books offer 
leave her comfortable environment, not exist. These Wishing Star books helpful insights into reality. 0 
she is soon bored and realizes that she _ portray rosy-colored, stereotypic envir- 
oa = Sane her “jail,” no easy feat cpmeae ae clearly indicate that About the Author 
with “dear egs.” the authors do not speak from personal EMILY A. : 
‘Finally, Andie agrees to go to a reha- experience and hence cannot offer real member ue ogee oy Metipottla bilitation center. Andie’s first glimpse insight into the problems and solutions New York. 
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Bantam offers yet another series populated by middle-class 
white girls obsessed with clothes, makeup, being popular and 
attracting boys 

: Vi R ded Sweet Dreams: Virtue Rewarde 

with the Right Boy 

By Brett Harvey 

Bantam Books has launched its own = my best, so I did every set flat out.”) 

contribution to the teen romance genre : Jennie becomes absorbed in “helping” 
this September with the Sweet Dreams ____ Mark to rehabilitate his leg, and encou- 
series. The first six titles are already in raging his artistic talent. The climactic 
print and, beginning in November, two ©  -_ _ scene of the novel takes place back in Ca- 
new titles willbe publishedevery month. = — 2 lifornia, where Jennie has traveled with 
Bantam’s press release states the series : a her coach for an important swimming 
“deals with real daily situations that . _. meet. She spends hours obsessively call- 
young people face. . . dating, firstlove, __ _ ing Mark back in Texas, and when he 
enna shyness, jealousy and : es  -. ee a is geia But, e 
iendship.” —~=—~—S—=*é‘iéS and behold, Mark isn’t home because he 

The Sweet Dreams novels are slightly = >. “~~ -~__ isen route to California to see her swim 
shorter than the Wildfire books, andthe == ==———s—(<isé‘ inthe meet. His presence in the 
quality of the writing a little poorer, but Bantam’s Sweet Dreams, the first Wild- bleachers restores Jennie’s interest in 
basically the two series are identical. fire imitator, is being distributed in Wimming: “Mark had come all this way 
The world is still populated exclusively schools by Xerox. The pillow-shaped © Watch me swim and I was not going to 
by squeaky-clean, white, middle-class folder above is typical of the lavish pro- let him down.” So much for inner resour- 
youngsters obsessed with clothes, make- motion pieces for the romance series. ces! 3 $i i 
up, being popular and attracting boys. 5 rr Laurie of Laur ie’s Song is a poet who 
Other girls are still potential rivals, all. % ~~. — —rs—sitis. falls a love with Skip, a rock-and-roll 
out competitors or, more rarely, alliesin | SP © @ig%) . —_ singer;in order to win him, she turns her 
the popularity race. The mother’s work is | i eda. _< talent to pee lyrics for his tunes. 
either non-existent (except for those ; #7 * © 66s" ™ os Now, Laurie's Song 1s. actually acatition: 
mountains of brownies) or negligible. i Toe Or TTY. tale in which Laurie learns to be true 

: : ce Lsce4 : to herself and comes to choose the hard- 
Only three of the first six novels con= | ge .— ae ae al 5 _—working, serious Jeff over the more su- 

cern any aspect of the protagonist's per- _. Ywame Grant @ ~~ | perficial Skip. But at the end of the nov- 
sonality beyond her looks and her ability , CRONE . . © sel, even as she pulls herself together and 
to attract a steady boyfriend: California ee 32 | SS © SComakess the honor roll, the implication is 
Girl (the main character is a pre-Olym- —e FF | that she’s doing it mainly to win Jeff's 
pic swimmer); Laurie’s Song (the protag- i... _ 2. a genre As Leur Mav nvat Rey stedt 

onist is a poet); and PS. Love You (the rr. ~~ . oe . friend, Didi, “How could Didi be de- 
protagonist writes gothic romances). a  o- oe pressed about not making the honor roll 

Jennie, in California Girl, has moved |.” =|... |=) when she had a boy who cared about her 
to Texas with her family in ordertokeep git _ Yo so much?” 
working with her swimming coach who _ . +. Mariah Johnson, the gothic romance 
has been transferred there. She falls in 6 eee “oe “= swriter of P.S. I Love You, falls in love 
love with Mark, an ex-high school foot- WP = Wy ¢ = ~~ ~=sCwith wealthy Paul Strobe, who is dying 
ball star who has been disabled by an in- _ gummi ./ C—O: ages! = : write ane 
jury. Although Jennie has been doing eg ~~-~~—SSiherself and her life, but the novel—an poorly in her swimming training since "eo ae _ _ unbearably cloying tear-jerker—is real- 
she arrived in Texas, Mark’s unexpected S .. ____ ly about her relationship with Paul. At 
appearance at the pool inspires her to *® _— 7 oo the end, after Paul’s death, her mother 
swim well. (“I wanted Mark to see me at Po 4s" gives her a new typewriter, and Mariah 
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Guy’s attentions and is persuaded to go 

; horseback riding with him. Guy’s reck- 
As an adult lesbian, looking back on the romance novels | read as a young girl, | lessness results in Amy’s being thrown 

am horrified at the years that were lost because | bought the message that sooner off her horse and injured. Guy abandons 
or later | would give up my girlfriends and find a man who would take me away and her and Pete comes along and rescues 
make me happy. As a preadolescent and teenager, | read compulsively and non- her. Thus, Amy is punished by the acci- 
discriminately. Along with such novels as Wuthering Heights and The Bad Seed, | dent for her “bad” inclinations, and at 
devoured romance novels with such titles as Summer Love and AprilLove. _ the same time rewarded for her scruples 

| learned from these books that romance with a man would be a necessity in by winning the “good” boy. 

achieving adulthood, and that passion was always to be directed at the opposite Te title of The Popularity Plan is self- 
ot) Le ae i big all-consuming passion-to-be would blind me to any oth- explanatory. Frannie’s friends devise a 

What was so insidious about these messages was that they prevented me from | Scheme = ee se ee : a 
recognizing the profound and inherent value in the kind of love | already felt for Eel eS ; sae a oe i . i a 
members of my own sex. When I found myself melancholy because a female friend | School. The plan invo - Ae Baer 
had hurt me, | assumed there must be a male-related cause for my sadness. When | Self to the attention a a different: boy 
| found myself painfully jealous that a girlfriend had found a boy to spend her time | every day through a flirtatious remark 
with, | assumed | must be jealous because | wanted a boyfriend. or action. Needless to say, ae friends are 

Although | did, in actuality, spend all of my priority time and energy with members | careful to warn her off their own boy- 
of my own sex, | also looked for boys to have crushes on, not understanding (or be- | friends: “‘Jason’s mine, Charlene ES 
ing allowed to understand) that my feelings for girls were the real crushes, and, in | ™minded her quickly. “There’re plenty of 
some cases, love. Many of these crushes on boys (often week-long at the most) | other boys to practice on.’” The plan 
were, in retrospect, attempts to burn off the love energy | felt for my girlfriends. |re- | Wworks—too well. Soon Frannie is be- 
member saying to one of them, “Funny how the boyfriends come and go but we al- ce ae ea at r one 
ways stay together.” night. en she calls 0) e plan be- 
No irores novel ever gave me the slightest hint that girls (and women) could, cause her new personality has turned off 

and did, stay together. Although | did discover (thankfully by age nineteen) thatthe | the quiet “good” boy she really wants, 
term “in love” could be applied to my feelings for members of my own sex, | could her friends desert her. Her decision to 
easily not have learned that until | was thirty, forty, or even seventy, as is the case abandon flirtatiousness and to simply 
with many lesbians and gay men. “be herself” wins her the “good” boy- 

Because of books such as these, and the omission of my sexual preference from friend. 
the rest of the heterosexual literature and media, | functioned for many unfulfilled 
years somewhat like Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz, who imagined that fulfillment | Books Inculcate Values 
and happiness could be found in some foreign and unfamiliar land rather than with 

those whom she already loved. There is clearly an attempt in the 
Just as Dorothy made friends with the characters in Oz who reminded her of the Sweet Dreams books to inculcate some 

folks back home, | attempted to find with boys some form of emotional interaction values other than superficial ones. The 
that approximated what | had felt for the girls | loved. To the girl | loved in the elev- protagonists learn that popularity in and 
enth grade, | said, “I wish you were a man,” still not having learned that our love of itself is not always satisfying; that 

was legitimate, in and of itself. looks aren’t necessarily everything; that 
Fortunately, | eventually escaped from the entrapment of these novels.!amcon- | honesty and being yourself are ultimate- 

cerned that the adolescent years of those who may be gay or lesbian and are now ly more rewarding. The problem is that, 
reading these “happiness package” novels will be made far more difficult than nec- in spite of the books’ endings, the sheer 

essary.—Leonore Gordon volume of detail about clothes, make-up, 
schemes for popularity and romantic set- 
tings is overwhelming and compelling. 
The cumulative effect of all this detail 

prepares to write the story of their love. In Princess Amy, the central charac- Teinforces the books’ superficial values 
The other three books published to ter, who comes from a lower-middle-class and makes the contrived “moral” end- 

date have a narrower focus. Little Sister family, is invited to spend the summer ings seem rather pallid in comparison. 
concerns itself with—you guessed it—si- with her rich cousin Candace and her But, even more insidious, the reward 
bling rivalry. Cindy, the heroine, has family on Mackinac Island in Michigan. in these books for the lesson learned is 
virtually no concerns in life beyond her The trip has been arranged by Amy’s the RIGHT BOY—the steady, solid, 
jealousy of her pretty older sister, Chris- mother, who tells her, “You need to meet straightforward boy, yes, but the boy, ne-. 
tine, and her obsessive conviction that a better class of boys, handsome ones, _Vertheless. Thus, the lesson is that being 
Christine is stealing her boyfriend. One _ rich ones. Boys who aren't afraidofbeau- 2 good student, an Olympic swimmer, a 
misunderstanding leads to another, but _tiful girls like you.” What follows is a great writer or even a basically decent 
ultimately Cindy learns that Christineis morality tale, crammed with juicy de- human being—all are meaningless with- 
blameless. Cindy is properly ashamed of tails about the life-style of the affluent out aman to make life worthwhile. DJ 
her unfounded suspicions and makes it summer residents of Mackinac Island. 
up with Christine. She is rewarded with Amy must choose between Candace’s su- 

not only a boyfriend, but the promise ofa _perficial and racy crowd, epitomized by About th 

modelling career—a career which Chris- dashing and arrogant Guy, and Pete, the SESE MTL 

tine wanted but could not have because “outsider” who works on the island. In BRETT HARVEY, a free-lance writeraves 

she was too short. spite of her scruples, Amy is flattered by formerly with The Feminist Press. 
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A romance series with an added ingredient—moral lessons 

First Love: Morali inly Vel irst Love: Morality Tales Thinly Veiled 

f By Sharon Wigutoff 

This fall, Simon & Schuster, publisher (= x : ~ can slip into a bikini and knock all the 
of the commercially successful Sil- § = = aU Se boys’ eyes out. Now that’s a goal worth 
houette romances for adults, isreleasing | = qa * << — working for!” 
a new series for young readers entitled | op - es | To date, there are six titles in the se- 
First Love from Silhouette. Xerox Edu- wera 7 ries: New Boy in Town, Girl in the 
cation Publications will be selling this PN a = Rough, Please Let Me In, Serenade, 
series to children through their exten- Flowers for Lisa and Kate Herself. They 
sive school book club market. For those eg __ ~ sell for an accessible $1.75, and all have 
oe and oe one! aeohe en S| go _ a oe covers featuring attractive 

escapist fare for young girls, with a par-  s . 5 descriptions of the characters within the 
ticular appeal to reluctant readers, these = an : ee story. 

books in fact perpetuate outdated and =~ ae 2) = As love stories go, the First Love books 
limiting stereotypes about desirable fe- |= | “| 8 i contain all the basic ingredients: there 
male and male behavior, family struc- io oo a - _ _ Ss are boys who are tall, rangy or lanky; 

tures, work, racial backgrounds and so- of i= =. : and there are girls who have no self-con- 
cio-economic levels. What follows is an Ls ~~” ~ fidence until a desirable boy pays atten- 
examination of the books publishedthus |—— 7 2° : tion to them—“when you were a nobody, 
far in the First Love series and the mes- | = - > | __ the surest way to feel like somebody was 
sages they are putting forth. to |_____ to have a boyfriend everybody else want- 

The Silhouette division of Simon & ie - eT a ed.” 
Schuster calls itself “America’s Publish ~~ | The plots are incredibly similar and 
er of Contemporary Romance.” “There is . — —_—_ predictable, and the quality of the prose 

states some promotional material for the | —ti‘_‘_.—U—__.__ mantic descriptions sink to new depths: 
series, which is aimed at young girls at |. ~~. : 
the middle school and junior high school — Even in the crowded hallway between clase: 
levels—girls who are still innocent about ~~ Se, Meresev could ‘peek her veary thule , i z 2 8 Co wildly whenever she happened to spot Greg 
sex, inexperienced with boys, and highly —— go. |__athis locker and had the opportunity, like 
susceptible to fantasies about what it — he now, to stand so close to him. His locker was 
will be like to be asked out on a date and Sse Ss just a few doors down from hers, and she 
to be kissed for the very first time. The oC ee never missed an opportunity to run her fin- 
series seeks to reassure these girls that i= es se over the pee oor ater pie steal 
after the awkward stage of pre-adoles- CS. : RS Ay ROOD GUE NEMO ESEADSURTS 
cence, when bodies are either short and Lo  - = SO eee : 
chunky or tall and gangly, they will in- |= oo 2 While Janet and Joanne knew how Melis- 

evitably t i ie ee Pe hol | 3 : - re sa felt about Greg, they didn’t know Melis- 
vitably turn into swans. Like eres. | = we sa’s secret need to touch Greg’s locker. This 

tic’s Wildfire series and Bantam’s Sweet |. ae was a private part of her relationship with 
Dreams, the object of these transforma- ee a — Greg’s image. . . . 
tions is always to attract male attention. en i 
When one chubby protagonist joins a Xerox will distribute the latest romance There is another side to these First 
health club to lose weight, the instructor series—Simon & Schuster’s First Love Love books, however, that distinguishes 

tells her: “Before the summer’s over, you from Silhouette—in schools. them from other series. Woven through 
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the romantic plots are moral lessons that Girl in the R ough is the only book to 
confitm the triumph of decency and date that varies from this formula. Its 
sincerity over sinfulness and deception. The first books | read were fairy} plot revolves primarily around the prota- 
The i al “good girls.” tales. As a disabled child, | realized gonist’s developing skills as a serious protagonists are always “good girls. : 5 aan 
The: fro iti ili that | would never be a fairy princess | tournament golfer, and the romantic in- y come m traditional families 2 z fter. But that : a Th, ai 
where virtue is still a virtue, and they | nd live happily ever after. Bu terest is secondary. The main character, 
oe ene bel hat the was O.K. because | knew that there | Kate, is self-motivated and pursues her ight up to ieve that the “im- 2 = : | Ee (eae ‘ 

rtant things in lif famil were few if any fairy princesses. As interest in golf with a respectable deter- portant things in life [are] family, trust- i iow ee S = 
ing, and love.” Although th grew older, my taste in books slowly | mination. Another girl who exhibits as- g, and love. ough they are some- : ibe : 2 
times tempted to rebel against these changed, and in my early teens, | be sertiveness and independence is the 

values in order to win favor with the bo: gan to read true romance magazines. main character in Flowers for Lisa. Lisa y ae : 
they desire, they always manage to real- (Many of the Wildfire series are a jun- convinces the owner of a flower shop to 
ize their misdirection before they have | [OF version of these magazines.) The | hire her although he is not sure she can 
actually transgressed. For the preteen plots were superficial and the charac- | handle the physical demands of the job. 
who may be viewing the high school ters unconvincing and one dimension- She proves herself more than capable 

scene with trepidation, there is reassu- | !- | could never see myself in any of | physically, but the story is ultimately 
rance that “happy” isecoe synonymous these’ stories. The young women disappointing because Lisa spends all 

say ” ss —they were always young—might - 
with “popular,” and that growing up fast : ; her mental energy trying to attract the 

ede pte é have emotional or moral dilemmas, - > d tt indicate maturity. This th s attention of the owner’s handsome son. 
oc are ete Seri be ks, Ne a but they were always physically “per- Class differences provide the First 
a oes. aoe on i I ae fect.” Love authors with another opportunity 
ee = ee RGRe, ‘ i ass a | was tremendously influenced by} {0° alive. All the protagonneieaite 
iret book, Stacey, sixteen, feels trapp the romance stories in the movies, ace : 
when her strict parents forbid her to ride magazinesand Beckel of the tien from middle-class or lower-middle-class 
with boys after her older sister is killed ane thought that my problems w oul id families. Although they are clearly not 
in an auto accident. She falls for Garr be taken care of if only a man would poor, none of these girls has money to 

Garwin, an older, more sophisticated | come along and sweep me off my feet. | SPare for designer jeans or prom dresses, 
young man, who convinces her to deceive The struggle would be over and | When a situation comes up that requires 

her parents in order to date him. When |} would live happily ever after, like the | 2” €xtra expenditure, the girls find part- 
he drinks beer in a restaurant and then girls do in so many of the Wildfire and time jobs on Saturdays or after school. 
tries unsuccessfully to seduce her in his | Sweet Dreams books. There was one | One works in a florist shop, another in a 
car, she realizes that she should never catch, of course, since | had to grow health club, another as a lifeguard at the 
have doubted her parents. Luckily for | up with the dilemma of being consi- | C°™munity pool, and one sets up her own 
her, she finds that Kip, who had once dered asexual because | was dis- | babysitting agency. There is no resent- 

seemed so dull and boring compared to | abled. It was difficult for me because |} ™ent about working—it is wholesome 
Garr, is waiting for her. Please Let Me In, felt | was unlovable as | was. and enterprising. In Serenade, the school 
which opens with the quote about Greg’s Today's romance books are being sponsors a Junior Professionals’ Pro- 
locker cited above, concerns Melissa’s written for children even younger than gram to teach both girls and boys practi- 

successful quest to be a member of the | was when my reading fare was True cal business management skills. Two of 

“in crowd.” She joins the cheerleading Romances. How much more needless the six mothers in these books work 

squad, captures Greg the football cap- | pain they will cause today’s disabled | —one is an accountant and the other a 
tain, and drops her two best friends | children! —Frieda Zames, Past Presi- | kindergarten teacher. The fathers are 
along the way. . . . She finds, however, | dent, Disabled in Action of Metropoli- | portrayed as hard workers and diligent 
that her new crowd is faster and wilder tan New York providers. A clear message comes 
than she expected and quickly backs off: through that when one works hard for 

She certainly was not the kind of girl to what one wants, there is greater appreci- 
throw away all her standards for the sake of pape ation and happiness. Lela, in Kate Her- 
a few cheap thrills at an unchaperoned par- Men a. A er peas ss! self, may be rich in material goods, but 
ty. Tomorrow this would all be a memory, aden: her a4 ae wi - Pp te she is neglected by her parents who al- but = oe bays to ie with — for- ae in Se fe . oe ee 7 — low her to throw wild, unchaperoned par- 
ever. And if she violated her mora! code, she whose sincerl yy has won as eart. in al ties. The protagonists of First Love books 

would be the one to suffer the emotional _ these situations, the moral is that virtue di a 
consequences, not [the boy] is not its own reward, but rather that the.» Send thet patenis Shay ae pte 5 - Ee cee when they impose rules and restrictions. 

Luckily for her, she finds that Marshall, _ true reward for being a good girl is that You may be wondering what is wrong 
who had once seemed so dull and boring a nice, ee. will fall in love with these themes—is sincerity not, in 
compared to Greg, is waiting for her. A - Ae _and val : ate your oe fact, better than deception? Are hard 

variation on this theme appears in a 1e imp ication, of course, is that no- work and self-motivation not worthwhile 

third book, Kate Herself. Although Kate _ thing could or should mean as much toa virtues? Is it so bad to reassure young 
is the protagonist, the moral dilemma __ girl as the approval of a boy—not her people that they can survive the teenage 

belongs to Ross, a sincere young man own achievements, | not her inner years with their values intact? In the 
who is torn between his affection for strength, not the satisfaction of having case of the First Love series, the answer 
Kate, who is sweet and unsophisticated, meaningful friendships with other fe- is not so obvious, for behind these thinly- 
and his attraction to Lela, a beautiful males. While these other factors may be veiled morality tales, there are sub- 
and wealthy girl who is manipulative valued by the characters in these stories, tle—and not so subtle—messages about 
and elitist. Kate spends most of the book _ being sought by that certain boy is clear- sex roles, race and class issues, and other 
worrying that Ross, who drinks beer, ly more important. political and social concerns. 
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Far from being harmless junior ver- z 

sions of escapist fiction, these stories An Interview at Xerox 

abound with stereotypes that ignore or On September 15 | drove to Middletown, Connecticut, to interview Jackie Ball, 
distort the reality of many young people | managing editor of book clubs at Xerox Education Publications. To compete with 
today. They all take place in nondescript | Scholastic’s Wildfire series, Xerox is distributing Bantam’s Sweet Dreams and 
small towns. There are no apartment | Simon & Schuster’s First Love series through its READ Book Club. | wanted to find 
buildings, no slums, no buses or sub- | out why the Xerox editors felt the books should be sold through their school book 
ways, no factories, only tree-lined streets clubs. 

with private one-family homes. The im- A pleasant woman in her thirties, Ball listened thoughtfully to my questions and 
plication is that this is wholesome and | views, but she never gave an inch in her defense of the books and of Xerox's en- 
right—that, in the best of all worlds, this dorsement of them. 

is the most desirable environment. The Ball began by stressing that the book clubs are intended to offer “recreational 
families that live in these homes are tra- books” with the goal of encouraging kids to read. She maintained that the books 

ditional nuclear families—there are no were chosen primarily for their “student appeal,” although “of course, we look for 

divorced parents, no foster parents, no good writing standards.” She pointed out that the READ Book Club offers a wide 

lesbian or gay parents, no grandparents range of books in addition to teen romances—suspense fiction, “problem books,” 

living with the family. Again, the under- sports books, humor, non-fiction—and that the teen romances simply “augment 

lying implication is that the two-parent _| the list.” She admitted that the impetus to include the romances was in part due to 

family is the right one, and all others are Scholastic’s success with them, and to the fact that “we were aware of the new 

atypical and less desirable. Within these popularity of some of the older teen romances, like Beverly Cleary’s novels.” 

two-parent families, the father is the pri- Ball added, “You know, the YA books had become alittle too heavy. There were 

mary wage-earner. If the mother works so many problem books—so heavy and sober. The teen romances don't deal with 

outside the home, she is back when her the heavier problems, but they have touches of realism.” | asked her what she felt 
children come home from school, as she was realistic about the books and she cited the fact that the mothers worked. When 
should be. No child in the initial six First | pointed out that only a few of them worked, and that their work was played down 
Love books comes home to an empty and their “motherliness” highlighted, she responded that, after all, the mother's 

house. In one book, the protagonist problems and careers were not central to the novels. “Don’t we sometimes look for 
praises her mother for ably handling the everything in children’s books? Is is fair to expect them to depict every facet of real- 
many aspects of fulltime homemaking. ity? After all, supportive parents are a reality, too.” She disagreed that the books 

There is nothing wrong with this—in | Suggest that a girl is incomplete without a boyfriend. “Let's face it,” she said, “the 
fact, it is nice to have young people | feality is that acceptance by a boy is important to teenaged girls. But | don't think 
aware of the complexities of managing a_ | these books suggest that a boy is going to solve all your problems.” Ball also felt 

household. However, the authors imply ee the fee o reo ae among ee “a reality. Whether we like it or not, 
Serdivici 4 : it’s unreal not to think of other women as rivals.” 

be oe oF labor, pune i When asked about the absence of Black people in the books, Ball appeared gen- 
g and the mother at home, is F . a eis : : 

the right one, and that parents who di- uinely startled. ‘You know, she said, “! really hadn't realized they were all-white. 

vide their work and family responsibili- Of course, you're absolutely right. | can only say that I think this genre is still so new 

ties differently are less correct. When and | think—I certainly hope—they'll get better in the future.’—B.H. 

Kate in Kate Herself sets up her babysit- 

Une Seve) she checks UU proepecuye visual’ The defenders of these books can hard- 
families: “If there isn’t a respectable- Political awareness is also absent. No- _ ly call them harmless in the face of these 
looking woman in the family, I turn where in these stories is there any ac- examples of negative, offensive stereo- 
down the job.” The notion that a family knowledgment that there are institu- types. The First Love series from Sil- 
meee consist ofa single father inneedof tional practices which influence and af- houette clearly makes its claim that one 
a babysitter is absent. fect the lives of individuals. Although way of life is morally superior to others. 
~ Absence is, in fact, at the heart of the _ political issues are most notable for their To allow that claim to go unchallenged is 
criticism of these books. Third World absence, the following incident in Flow- to give it a credence it does not deserve. 

people are absent, disabled people are ab- ers for Lisa indicates the kind of insensi- As teachers, parents and librarians we 
sent, lesbians and gay men are absent, tivity that sometimes surfaces. In the have choices to make. We can validate, 
poor people are absent, elderly people are book, the protagonist fantasizes about by our silence, the prejudicial implica- 

absent. In the six books published to the quaint little donkey carts in Latin tions and omissions endorsed by the 
date, there are a total of three passing America that bring flowers to the air- First Love world, or we can encourage 
references to persons from minority cul- ports to be flown to florist shops in the young people to learn to read critically, 

tures: one girl’s mother has “a trace of States—a pretty picture that denies the to become aware of underlying messages, 
American Indian heritage,” a fact never harsh reality of the exploitation of and to appreciate the value of a pluralis- 

mentioned again in the book; one sales- workers in these economies. Another tic world that supports, rather than de- 
woman is “part Gypsy,” which explains kind of insensitivity is seen in Serenade, nies, diversity. 0] 

how she can predict that buying adress when Sarah, thinking she has done 
from her shop will bring happiness; and something stupid, exclaims, “This is re- About the Author 
a woman named Gomez is the attending tarded! ’mretarded!” Ifthebooksweren’t g74RON WIGUTOFF is author of Books| for 
physician in an emergency room. All already handicapist by virtue of their Today’s Children and Books for Today’s 

three are described as “dark,” having omission of disabled people, such com- Young Readers, annotated bibliographies of 
either dark eyes or dark skin, as though ments would certainly place theminthat non-sexist and non-racist books published by 

this indicates that they are exotic or un- category. The Feminist Press. 
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The claim that reading romances can turn children on to 
reading is based on faulty methodology, reports a reading 
specialist 

a - . 

Does Reading Pulp Lead to Reading Literature? 

By Ruth S. Meyers 

It is no secret that not all children un- classrooms, I find youngsters reading therefore both nationalistic and moralis. 

derstand the importance or the use ofed- _ cartoon editions of the classics, teenage tic readers. Much later, Dick and Jane 
ucation. (Volumes have been written romances or other so-called “high inter- were introduced. Feminists—if not 
about the correlation of social and eco- est-low reading level” materials. My Smith—see such material promoting the 

nomic class and literacy.) Therefore, questions to teachers who use these ma- family as the center of a stable, consu- 
teachers hoping to reach such students terials are: what kind of reading are you mer U.S. economy, socializing boys to in- 
attempt to utilize students’ “interests” as turning studentsonto—andhowdoyou dependence and paid work and girls to 
a way of beginning the education pro- define reading? I can understand allow- _ passivity and to homemaking. 

cess. ing cartoon editions of the classicsinthe | Now we have teenage romances 
For many yearsI worked withchildren classroom if and only if that is the first issued, in part, by two of the largest pub- 

who could not or would not read their step of a literature program. If not, lishers of educational materials. What 
classroom material. One year, my third teachers are pandering to immature are the motives for instruction with 
group was of sixteen-year-olds, chronic tastes. Unless you move students away these materials? Unfair question, say 
failures, sitting out time until they were from the cartoons, you have accom- publishers. These books are just for fun 
eligible for working papers. Hoping to _ plished nothing. My advice is to use the and not to be confused with other texts 
stimulate what the reading literature cartoons to familiarize your students which teach children to sharpen their 
calls “interest as motivation” and to find with characters and story line; then in- critical skills. These stories, say the pub- 
appealing reading material, I asked  troduce the original book. Help the stu-  lishers, will turn kids on to reading. 
these disengaged youngsters what they dents examine the world in which the Reading what? Will they turn kids on to 
wanted most. “Wheels” was the unanim- author wrote. Have them compare the mature reading or to reading in such 
ous and immediate response. And so I _author’s experience with their own. Dis- content areas as history or science? 
fashioned the curriculum. Westartedthe cuss why the author wrote the book.See Reading teachers have found, as I did, 
semester with the manual for the state if your students agree with the ideasex- and research has documented, that 
driving exam and moved on to Auto Me- _ pressed in the book. And so on. Discus- reading has to be taught in each of these 
chanics for Beginners. These non-readers sions around such questions can help areas, because, in the language of the 
were soon bringing in auto-racing maga- youngsters grow in reading ability. trade, there is little transfer from one 
zines and sharing my issue of the consu- Reading educators have always been form of reading to another. 
mers’ magazine which rated the current aware of the importance of content. Nila Using these books to get children to 
Detroit output. I learned a lot of grease Bantam Smith, in a monumental study __ read reinforces their appeal and is based 
pit talk, and they were on their way to of reading instruction in this country,* on faulty methodology; children’s inter- 
becoming functionally literate. demonstrated how societal values have est in them is not automatically transfer- 
When my students became proficient always been built into reading instruc- able. Although I certainly wouldn't 

at reading manuals and following direc- tional materials. Smith points out, for want to validate these romances by mak- 
tions in print, had hopes that this suc- example, that in the pre-revolutionary ing them assigned reading, the only 
cessful experience would affect their oth- _ period of American history, the motives sound classroom strategy for using the 
er studies, but I got little assurance from for instruction were to give children a books would be as part of a lesson plan 
them or their teachers. “I wish we could thorough grounding in their religious dealing with other, better books. At 
read stuff like this in our other classes faith and such reading ability as would _ issue, in fact, is the “motive for instruc- 
instead of that junk,” was my students’ enable them‘to read the Word of God for tion,” the values and ethics that these 
cry. “They aren’t interested,” was each _ themselves. The primary materials were books transmit, If students are encour- 
teacher’s complaint. The teachers had _ the Psalter and the hornbook, which fea- aged to read romances in the authorita- 
my sympathy. I had the easier job. I tured the Lord’s Prayer. In the early tive context of the classroom, teachers 
could develop a curriculum around those days of the republic, Smith continues, and the education establishment are in 
students’ needs; classroom teachers had stress was placed on purifying the Amer-__ effect endorsing them and the destruc- 
to make a prescribed curriculum rele- ican language, developing loyalty to the tive messages they convey. Let us hope 
vant. new nation and “inculcating the high that they will choose to do otherwise] 

Now, asateacher trainer,Icontinueto ideals of virtue and moral behavior.” In- 
be sympathetic to teachers who tell me _structional materials at that time were About the Author 
that they will givereluctantreadersany- = __ : RUTH S. MEYERS, Ph.D., is a reading con- thing that will turn them on to reading. *American Reading Instruction (Newark, sultant and Adjunct Professor of Educational 
Sympathetic but critical. Often in these _Del.: International Reading Assn., 1965). Psychology at New York University. 
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Formula fiction is a time-killer, not a step to reading other 
literature, notes a librarian 

In Turning Children On to Readi g o Reading, 
Quality Counts 

By Barbara Ann Porte 

There are teachers, librarians and here nothing but the truth.” Rev. Jesse which they will know nothing. Their 
parents who believe that to instill chil- Jackson of Project EXCEL has said: ability to function as citizens—as hu- 
dren with a love of literature, or even “Many of us allow our children to eat man beings—will be impaired. 
just the habit of reading, one must junk, watch junk, listen to junk, talk T should not have to say it, but I know 
sometimes start with poorly written, junk, play with junk, [read junk,] and I must. I oppose censorship in all its 
often stereotypical, formula fiction. then we’re surprised when they come forms. But we are speaking here not of 
They argue that in some unexplained _ out to be social junkies.” censorship but of reader guidance, and 
way this will lead children to read bet- Over my shoulder someone (probably _ if one is to guide readers then it must 
ter written, informative, insightful from ALA’s Office for Intellectual Free- be from the belief that all reading is not 
books. I cannot imagine why. Why dom) hisses, “Children have the same equal, that some reading is better than 
would a monotonous book, with a pre-__ right to read junk as adults do.” Iam __ other reading. A child who visits a li- 
dictable plot and cardboard characters reminded of the doctor from China who brary should have better than a fifty/ 
do anything but reconfirm the judg- said, “In the U.S., you will never wipe _ fifty chance of coming home with some- 
ment of many children that reading out venereal disease. In your country, thing of value. And while what is valu- 
isn’t worth their time. everyone has the right to have syphi- able will differ from child to child, and 

It does not refute my point of view if lis.” In every society children are edu- though we cannot always agree on 
you tell me, “But I have had children cated and at the same time “socialized.” what it is, we can usually, if we are be- 

read one of these books and then goon The best education will help achildex- ing honest, arrive at some consensus as 
to complete the series.” It is true that amine values, sort them out, make de- _ to what is not. 
having read one, achild may return for cisions. Reading stereotyped and for- When I suggest a book for a child I 
another like it. In their own peculiar mula fiction is unlikely to achieve such want it to be pleasurable in both an im- 
way, such books, like television, tendto | ends—and for schools to seemingly en- mediate and lasting way. I hope it will 
be addictive. But that really doesn’t dorse the values that these books pro- make her think. I hope it will offer in- 
have much to do with reading. The mote is insupportable. sight, information, exposure to new 
child is merely killing time. I for one viewpoints. I hope it will encourage her 
would just as soon a child killed time in What One Reads Is Crucial to read another book and then another 
front of a television set, playing out- until eventually she is what we call a 
doors, daydreaming best of all. Books To believe in democracy is to believe reader, finally a thinker, which is my 
are not about killing time, and anyone _ that what one reads is crucial. If what main goal in working with young peo- 
who may have told you so was wrong. _ one read did not matter, governments _ ple and books. I am after the long-term 

Bruno Bettelheim in The Uses of En- and communities would not go to the effect. I do not maintain that every 
chantment (Knopf) wrote, “The acquisi- lengths they do to see to it that books book must do all these things, but a 
tion of skills, including the ability to (meaning ideas) were banned. Our book that does none of them, that only 

read, becomes devalued when what one First Amendment right would be of lit- _ kills time, will be cast aside when time 
has learned to read adds nothing ofim- _ tle consequence. Of course it matters. runs out, like an afternoon nap. 
portance to one’s life. . . . The idea When Roots was on television I was I am a pragmatic person. I try to do 
that learning to read may enable one first angered, then dismayed, when I_ what works. If I believed that dull, for- 
later to enrich one’s life is experienced heard white people, often educated peo- mula books truly encouraged reading, I 
as an empty promise when the sto- ple, saying, “I didn’t know that. I didn’t would use them. I will do nearly any- 
ries the child listens to, or is reading know that.” How could they, how could thing to get a child to read. I tell you 
at the moment, are vacuous.” Aidan any American, not have known that? from experience, they do not work. On 
Chambers, educator and author, se- But in fact people who do not read may _ the other hand, good books may. I share 
conded this view in the Horn Book really not have known the extent ofthe with you an experience I had distribut- 
Magazine, October, 1977, saying, horror. Such realities are not taughtin ing books for the Reading Is Funda- 
“Whatever one may think of Bettel- school. If children, if adults, do not mental program at the Nassau County 
heim’s book in other respects, he states read, there are many areas about Continued on page 33 
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Answers to the arguments used to rationalize romance series in 
schools 

. 

A Short Course on Answering 
. 

Those Who Defend Romance Series 

By Sharon Wigutoff 

When they say: These books are purely and symbols together in order to make fairy tales. They concern young people 
recreational. They are not intended for words and sentences is an essential and their families and friends in pur- 
educational purposes. skill that enables one to function more _ portedly realistic, contemporary situa- 
You can say: This presupposes that efficiently in our society. If that alone tions. The roles the characters are 
there are two types of literature—the is the goal of reading, then it truly meant to play areclearly set forth inthe 
recreational book and the serious “mes- doesn’t matter what is being read, as guidelines: the young heroine who de- 
sage” book. This is a false distinction. long as reading takes place. (Readers of sires to be popular; the warm, suppor- 
All books carry messages and convey romances have already acquired this tive father and mother; the lackluster 
values. The very fact that the publish- skill.) But if reading goals go beyond _ friends who hold the heroine back; “the 
ers of these series give “guidelines” to this—to expand the mind, to develop understanding girl friend”; “the class 
authors, telling them what kind of sto- critical thinking, to consider values siren”; “the inappropriate boy friend”; 
ry to write, how the characters should and traditions, to touch the heart and “the fond boy friend who may or 
be portrayed, what setting to use, what —then content and the intent of content may not turn out to be the hero.” (The 
family structure to present, etc., indi- and the effect of content must be consi- quoted phrases are taken directly from 
cates that definite values and lifestyles dered. There may be children who, af- the guidelines for Silhouette’s First 
are considered appropriate and others _ ter tiring of watching all the reruns of _ Love series.) Since the audience is com- 
are not. These books “educate” readers “Three's Company,” will switch to posed of young girls from eleven to 
to accept these limited values and sex “Masterpiece Theatre.” More likely, fourteen, while the characters are all 

roles. they will switch to reruns of “Charlie’s _ fifteen and older, the characters clearly 
Angels.” As in the above example, gui- have the potential of serving as role 

When they say: No one is force-feeding dance and encouragement are impor- models for the younger children, 
these books to children. Children tant to help young people develop criti- whether it is intended or not. 
choose to read them of their own free cal reading skills so that they will be 

will. able to make their own judgments When they say: These books are not 
You can say: There is a distinction be- about what is worthwhile reading. sexist because they show the protago- 
tween quality literature and formula nist making her own decisions, having 
writing, as between healthy food and When they say: School book club cata- interests of her own, showing initia- 
junk food. To argue that children freely logs have always offered a wide range of tive, etc. 
choose poorly-written sexist fiction selections, from classics to puzzle You can say: How come her decisions 
over well-written fiction is to ignore books. involve which color sweater to buy? the effects of sophisticated mass mar- You can say: While it is true that ca- Why do her interests tend toward 
keting techniques (attractive full-color talogs always contain variety, school learning some new cheerleading rou- covers; titles like Dreams Come True; book clubs have moved away from tines, and why is it that she shows in- high-powered media campaigns). It al- quality literature in favor of gimmick _ itiative by figuring out how to win the so ignores strong peer pressure toread items. With the appearance of the attention of the football captain? You what is “in.” An equally strong effortis heavily advertised teenage romance can also ask what the heroine’s career 
required to counteract these pressures novels, the proportion of better fiction aspirations are, what her mother does 
and encourage young people to choose _ to formula fiction and “fun” items will all day, and how many different types better literature: appealing library dis- drop even further. It is the responsibili- of adult women are shown in the novel. plays, creative classroom assignments, ty of educators to insist on quality of- Any book that implies that getting the discussions of book content, increased _ferings, to use their discretion in what right man solves life’s problems is sex- parent involvement in book selection— __ they pass on to students and to refuse iste|2 
in other words, adult guidance. to sell junk books. 

About the Author 
When they say: These books encourage When they say: The characters in these : 
the reluctant reader to read. Once the _ books are not intended to serve as role pee F is author of Books ie young person gets used to reading, she models. Youre, pidien and Books for Todays 
or he will move on to better literature. You can say: Teenage romance books 3 pay ono iteg bioloeiae aes 
You can say: The ability to put letters are not science fiction nor are th THERE so racist Docks putea : 

ey The Feminist Press. 
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The author of a bibliography of recommended books from a 
feminist perspective suggests some alternatives to romance 
series 

s s 

An Antidote to Series Romances: s 

Books about Friendship 

By Sharon Wigutoff 

Faced with the popularity of series more people who fall into a friendship than as an enabler, and Jess clearly real- 
romances, what can a teacher, librarian more by circumstance than by choice, _ izes this at the end of the story: 

or parent recommend as an antidote? and 3) a relationship that is more of a It was Leslie who had taken him from the 
Granted that a wide range of books and mentor-student bonding, but neverthe- cow pasture into Terabithia and turned him 
lots of feminist literature are needed to _ less involves genuine affection. into a king. He had thought that was it. 
counter all of the romances’ insidious The first theme—friendship based on — Wasn't king the best you.could be? Now it 
messages, one possibility might be books _ free choice—can be illustrated by twoex-  °curred to him that perhaps Terabithia 
that focus on friendships between boys cellent books: Growin’ by Nikki Grimes ney Pega castle whore vou pone Ee 

i . z = a nighted. After you stayed for a while and 
and girls rather than on romance-is-all (Dial, 1977 ) and Bridge to Terabithia by prow cnn you had (a mover Houhadne 
tales. (It would also be nice tobe able to Katherine Paterson (Crowell, 1977). Leslie, even in Terabithia, tried to push 
recommend some good, solid books about Growin’ is the story of Pump, a young back the walls of his mind and make him 

realistic teenage romances, but unfortu- Black girl who moves to a new neighbor- see beyond to the shining world—huge and 
nately I haven’t yet done research in that hood following the accidental death of terrible and beautiful and very fragile?. . . 
area; readers’ suggestions are welcome!) her father. Her grief is exacerbated by Now it was time for him to move out. She 

Ihave recently been evaluating novels the fact that her father encouraged her _— Wasn't there, so he must go for both of them. 
for nine- to fourteen-year-olds for a skill in writing poetry, while her mother ‘ Hae MP A him to En as i ue is a 
study* that sought to identify recentjun- is disdainful. In her new school, Pump nee aie Aad ath Sees” 
ior fiction that was well written and also meets and befriends Jim-Jim, the class i ie 
free of negative stereotyping about race, bully who turns out to be a gentle, nur- In spite of these reservations about 
sex, ethnicity, class, age, disabilities and turing boy who loves to draw. They each the underlying messages 1n the book 
sexual preference. Peer friendships was admire the other's talents, and their —and one or two offensive references to 
one of seven sub-categories in the study, friendship is genuine and believable. Native Americans, Bridge to Terabi- 
and we sought books that depict sincere, Bridge to Terabithia, a Newbery Award thia is an outstanding novel for young 
meaningful friendships between girls winner, is a memorable story of the people, and its surface plot of a mutual 
and boys. Although most of the recom- friendship between Jess, a quiet, intros- girl-boy friendship remains a valuable 
mended books in this category concern _ pective farm boy, and Leslie, a spirited, one. 
same-sex friendships, several depict sen- imaginative girl who moves from a cos- 
sitive, non-romantic relationships be- mopolitan area to Jess’s rural communi- Friendship by Circumstance 
tween girls and boys who view each oth- ty. Their relationship is beautifully 
er not as members of an “opposite sex,” developed and shows young readers that The second type of girl-boy friendship 
but as people they value and respect and __ girls and boys can indeed be real friends. stories concerns relationships that come 
whose company they genuinely enjoy. However, at the end of the story, the au- about more by circumstance than by free 

Although the absolute number of these _ thor surprises us by having Lesliedie ac- choice. Sea Glass by Laurence Yep 
books is small, three distinct themes can cidentally. This leaves the disturbing (Harper & Row, 1979) is the story of 
be discerned: 1) two young people who suggestion that perhaps such a friend- Craig, a Chinese American boy whose fa- 

choose to befriend each other, 2) two or ship was, after all, too unreal to sustain. ther pressures him to win approval from 

ee A We realize, too, after the tears dry, that his white classmates on their terms. 
Pie seer a na baDe gota ie study, which “This is ultimately not a story about Confused by his role asa child of two cul- 
He funded by the Rockefeller Family Fund friendship at all, but about a young boy _ tures, he falls into a friendship with Ken- rough The Feminist Press, will appear as an Bae a . ; ‘i i 
annotated bibliography entitled Books for To- Whose limited world is opened up by a yon, a young white girl who is embar- 

day’s Young Readers by Jeanne Bracken and temporary visit from an almost mystical rassed when her parents’ bohemian life- 

Sharon Wigutoff with Ilene Baker (The Fem- character—this is a contemporary fairy style sets her apart from her peers. Their 
inist Press, October 1981). tale. Leslie serves, in fact,lessasafriend friendship is based on a mutual need for 
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i ] life: sensitivity, patience acceptance because of what they are, not scarce 1n rea : 

TRIALVALLEY “oihera ego ee eno Home Is Where They Take You In by et ; 2 

AUTHORS OF WHERE THE LILIES BLOOM Brenda Seabrooke (Morrow, 1980) con- the other books — mags 

VERA AND BILL CLEAVER cerns the friendship between Benicia positive — mal = 10 coop- 

Echeverra and James Beasley, two erative rather t an eee ae who see 

young people shunned by their class- girls as individuals, capable of becoming 

mates because they are different. their friends. 

Though they become allies by default, : 

* they turn their relationship into a posi- A Self-Reliant Protagonist 
Wee tive one, drawing strength from each ; : ae 

te 2 ae I will conclude with a new junior novel 

ey pee bee euro aus are whose independent female protagonist 
~* ing they both need to deal with their re- Biren herleiewe om lovetandi aera” 

: : : “~ spective problems. The Alfred Summer Trial Valley by Vera and Bill Cleaves 
——, e | by Jan Slepian (Macmillan, 1980) is the (Lippincott, 1977) is the story of Mary 

al, b story. deal Bust tay Sapa a sStene Call, a sixteen-year-old Appalachian a aa = @ young people who are all out of the main- fee ‘ho is Taising two youncer et 
ASL CAM OP ¢ 4 stream for different reasons: Alfred is re- Tinea a leee dice Wer Snarenteadeeim 

ee ee nee ee Myron He Patera advises her to be - is overweight and clumsy, and Claire isa cre feimininel warning Hec tial aan 
“tomboy,” in an earlier time (1937) when ™OFre : ? 2 

-<—  UC independent girls were rejected for not ge itt «Tce and pructiog OER GF = gC y ss aie 2 e opinion: S SP AN LL) UT conforming. Writing with a wry humor Ssovertul fora female, He caveniernenal 

| pa eo Se o and offering young peru oats ever grow dizzy with love for me. That mas- 
a Cc L ASS / Lo spectives on handicapping conditions, terful girls like me scare men off. . . . Men, 

4 SELON | the author has made this an appealing God pity them, are such poor sticks. They 
7. by Laurence Yep fo story. are too nervous and weak. I don’t ever want 
7 7 one to grow dizzy with love for me. There is 
aL. : a ol Mentor-Student Friendship already enough nonsense in this world for 
yo Be ee Ge Eo F iu % my tastes and energies. 63 60h - Mentor-student friendships occur in In spite of her insistent self-reliance 
4 2 ae Lod saat pas acm Ce —or perhaps because of it—two very ap- 

fo L 2 C Seed ee eee eee ie aling young men do fall in love with A -- oe flin, 1980), The Magic of the Glits by C.S. _ ca offering to marry, her ard 
| Jaa 2 Gs J - Adler (Macmillan, 1979) and Alan and as : : 
a e 2 oy i by M evoy Gi &R make her difficult life easier and more 
=F eo _ pecaray, Ns See ae OW, secure. She rejects them both, choosing oe De | LD 1977). All three involve older boys and to think a while longer about what she 

LL ic JE  y ee younger girls. The Gift Giver isthe story | +. + do with Ronit oy ee ee cS of Doris and Amir. Doris, whose strict One of the things Mary Calliwanteto 
fe / ant parents have restricted her after-school : ff p a DD Sei aa RU EES Gall lees tht do is read more books. Books, she be- 

j = PE yo : /.. activities, Sea a s me eee h © lieves, “pull you up out of yourself. They 
Oe” I5)A\\ JA JI I? Tenshi oF une omer careren im fer show you the steeples.” Not all books | (C line «( ) \7 VW I INV Bronx neighborhood. The older and wis- bother to aim that high, and of thosethay 
FOS SZ WV:sCOYsCOWUN-- er Amir befriends her and teaches her 2 . J : : ae h lik do, not all succeed. The books cited © by Nikki Grimes - pictures by Charles Lilly ree ou anus above, however, do succeed in portraying ea shee Blearn to like and value yourself. In The girls and boys Sa prone 

Fr  ., Ce , Magic of the Ghits, Jeremy is'a twelve- {ii nensional individuals. The authors, 
ef @€ Be) ea aan ea a Bees Oi Tieoi tom (are outstanding writers, 
4lhUll 7. oe ae a a te ae girl have clearly rejected limiting, stereo- 
Fe t. Me nes Oe Open et parents, ''is Suc- typed notions of appropriate female and ay el ge fg _ cessful efforts to reach her and pull her ‘ oe ie d : male behavior. For those young people oe | 7 om ae 7 out of her depression result in a strong ROAD DrECaIc Aneaie diforthaes 
as > : 7 a a .. bond of affection between them that is e atin i EY ook Se ee D litsee 
Oe ae oo lee OR very touching. Alan and Naomi is sim- {18 fo, ae eins ee - 
Gg 7 co Urme.. P| ilar in its basic plot outline, but it is a fcadahine e oe a i ne a 
o" | awa tal J | much more serious and disturbing book. faecal psicanihe'p 10 pont ouuihe siea 

OU a pe a , Naomi is a refugee from Nazi Europe, Bese 
s Le | whose traumatic memories of the Holo- 

Fo a * caust have made her frightened and 
a a : . | withdrawn. With painstaking care and About the Author 
ie a o f; concern, Alan struggles to break through SHARON 5 

| Ors, Um Naomi’s silence and win her trust. Each Today's va ole ne Filet 

SY Mae y = ° these boys—Amir, Jeremy and Alan Young Readers, annotated bibliographies of 
; eM] Do ; . —exhibit qualities that are rarely found —_non-sexist and non-racist books published by ee — - -. FE ~* in male protagonists, as indeed they are The Feminist Press. 
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Classroom activities to help students evaluate the messages 
in romance series : 

s a 

Examining the Issues: es 

What Teachers Can Do 

By Sharon Wigutoff and the Council Staff 

Objectives What other things are important to you? Optional Activity 
Students will demonstrate growth in What similar things do boys and girls see Discuss the statistics* below with the 

the following areas: as important? What different things are class. 
1. Critical reading and thinking skills important to them? i Womentare about halectthe US 

(drawing inferences, making judgments, © Discuss the meaning of stereotype. populahon but they are 70 per cent ofall 
evaluating); (A stereotype is an over-simplified gen- [yg eee considered really “poor” by 

2. Ability to identify stereotypic pre- eralization about a particular group, the government. 

sentations. race, or sex which often carries derogato- 2. Women who work full-time, year- 
ry implications.) Was there anything ste- ound. earn 60¢ for every $1 earned by a 

Age Level: Grades five-twelve. reotypic in these excerpts? Explain. falas working man. Women who 

; ; Read the following paragraph to the work for part of the year earn less than 
Time Needed: One class period. class; discuss the accompanying ques-  j,a/f of men who work part of the year. 

4 : tions with students. 3. Over half of all women work for 
Materials Needed: One copy of the eight All the stories in these novels take pay. And 40 per cent of women with chil- 
quotes plus questions on pp. 24-25 cut place in small towns, and the main char-  gren under six years go to work. A little 
apart for distribution to the class. acters live with both their mother and fa- over half of all working women are mar- 

ther in a private one-family house. No ;ied, The rest are single, divorced, wi- 
Procedure one lives in a city, no one is poor,noone —gowed, 

© Divide the class into eight groups; is disabled and no one is divorced. Fa- 4, For every two marriages, there is 
try to include both boys and girlsineach thers always work outside the home; gn divorce. 
group. mothers generally stay home, although a 5. Three-fourths of all husbands who 

e Assign one of the eight excerpts and few mothers do paid work in addition to 414 supposed to pay for child support af- 
accompanying questions below to each assuming full responsibility for all te a divorce don’t pay after the first 
group. household tasks. year. 

@ Ask each group to discuss the as- © Do you feel that this is a realistic 6. Most married women work at least 
signed excerpts using the discussion representation of our society? Why or 95 years. Unmarried women work about 

questions that accompany the quote. why not? 42 years. 
© Ask each group to select a person © Does this reflect the world you live 7. Most working women are office 

who will be responsible for reading the in? How is it similar? How is it different?  o:kers, retail sales people, hairdres- 
excerpt and questions aloud and report- e Describe some other situations the sers, ev eased and garment sewers. All 

ing the group discussion to the entire authors mightdeal with. Tell aboutsome these so-called “women’s jobs” pay less 

class. good books that you have read that ad- than most men’s jobs. 

© After reports are offered to the en- dress some of these situations. : . : 
‘ @ Given the facts cited in the statis- 

tire class, ask students to draw conclu- tics, ask the class if romance books give 
ae Wain She gen esveaiestion: “It is just the literature we read for | young women a realistic picture of what 

3 amusement or ee . please their future might hold. Ask if they help 
j that may have the greatest. . . leas oung women plan realistically for their 

Sunes auestons at age suspected . . . earliest and most in- ape Why Orne not? 3 
len a small group reports its dis- | sigious influences upon us. Hence it 

ane ae Sa ne questions | jg that the influence of popular nove- 

© What characteristics seem to be de- lists, popular plays of tne *All facts from Statistical Abstract of the 
sirable or important to the characters in life; UC ale eT Na United States, 1980, U.S. Department of Com- 
these books? Are they important to you? Eliot merce, Bureau of the Census. 
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 « Nes . i 2 | 

oe D |  things that young girls want”? Arethere _ @ Doyou value academic achievement 
oe i. « Mf other things young girls may want? in girls? In boys? Si Re M ey <E teen Ss av ic © What do you think are the things © Do you think academic achievement 

sige a ae i Si young boys want? In what ways are they is as important for girls as for boys? Is it 

readers A it ie ene the same as what girls want? In what more important for one sex than the oth- 
(SRE Silesian 08 ach cane tala es es ee sk ways are they different? er? Explain your answer. 

Sweet Dreams romances judy Blume © Do these desires apply to all girls? © What do you think the author of the 

“exquisite tales of terror! All boys? Why or why not? excerpt is saying about getting good 
tt grades and having a boyfriend? Do you 

"| Excerpt Il agree? Why or why not? 
Cpe a © Do you think the author would have 
a 2c5 Geer i ir| written the same sentence about a boy 

con! ——_ r ‘Melissa felt lucky ili a ee i p tomiaeniend? Why cr why agi 

~< ) no |) ‘riends. They all understood each Of @ Would you agree with the followi - Pe | and had acomfortable rapport. But nothing : ee a Tom feel d a 

_ 2, Pe Pete) boyfriend.” (From Please Let Me In [Firs ey hi d about hi _ _ » . : — Oe love) a girlfriend who cared about him s0 
i fr feo much?” Why or why not? 

NN ‘ | lt oe _____ @ How do you evaluate your friends? 
— aN | Mrvit, eo | ___ ® Do you agree with Melissa’s state- Excerpt V 
r be Gr _____ ment that it is less important to have 

pe ____ friends of the same sex than to have a ro- “Stacey spent over an hour getting ready 
ew ns yo — ~ ££ ° manticinvolvement withsomeone ofthe for the party. Shower. Shampoo. She gave 
bi ‘Toa eae Ale «other sex? Why or why not? her hair a blow dry, letting it fall in true pixie 
Co me ES. @ Reverse the sexes in the excerpt so fashion. She had used a protein condition- 
me YY - Fite SS that a boy is speaking about having male er and her hair had a shining bumished 

7 ; BS ego friends as compared to having a girl- look, like polished pennies. She dressed 
ee N EL, es friend. How do you feel about the state- carefully. White jeans and shirt, new 

; — . , > ee ment now? Give reasons for your answer. sweater. Usually she just washed her face 

Ns eee SS = How do you feel when a friend and applied alittle lip gloss, but tonight she 
mee eel y Ss : breaks an appointment with you to goon worked carefully with creamy foundation, 

ABSLETEhe Obtaber isan xeroes Roadie “date”? Would you break an appoint- mascara and a lavender-blue eye shadow 
book Wabi bhich joullpes/seriestoman- Tene with 3 friend to go on a date? Why that really did make her eyes look extra 

ces on the cover. Since all of the series cme! large and extra blue. When shevinicla 
are published regularly—one or more ti- she addediaypale coral lip gloss aia 
tles each month—there will be a steady Excerpt Ill s eas, ese sce de 
supply for school clubs. At lower right, : , 3 - 
one of the Wildfire titles sold through Melissa says, “When you were a no- @ ———_— te 

Scholastic’s book clubs. body, the surest way to feel like somebody NMED 
was to have a boyfriend everybody else | Man | JUST: > 
wanted.” (From Please Let Me In [First [AMM @ay ges 8) 

Excerpt | ° Do you think Melissa’s statement is [iW mas th oa — 

Suzy’s mother, Mrs. Simmons, urges her oe wy a F : | a TT 
to drop her old friends because they are Dodo) you tain having) a dest: ! 7 | 
not popular: able boyfriend or ee ied would make [IR _ Se 

‘With friends like Patty, Mousie, and een tees Ebeleaid about io (| , 2. Ss 
Kate, you don’t need enemies,” Mrs. Sim- boys having a girlfriend? Fe _ - ~~ 
mons said. . . . “Find one or two new © What other ways can you think of t Po Lo 

friends, then that will lead to other friends, 1,6 4 “somebody”? 4 °o a 2% | 
boyfriends, dates, parties, games, and all ; Y- we a 
the things that young girls want.” (From hee Would) male you feel worth, _ oo . oe 
Suzy Who? [Wildfire}) ; . r 

© Do you agree with Mrs. Simmons Excerpt IV _ /«. ae . ; _ 
about Suzy dropping her old friends? $e »\ 4% — y 
Why or why not? “How could Didi be depressed about not 4 ._ Fe. 

© How do you choose your friends? making the honor rollwhenshehadaboy © $j = 4m 
@ Do you share the same interests WhO cared about her so much?” (From ot — 

a with all your friends? Laurie’s Song [Sweet Dreams]) _ “ 2 — 

© Do you agree that the things that ® Do you think success in one area of 4 ae : 
Mrs. Simmons mentions are “all the life can satisfy all of your needs? j 
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matching shade of polish on her nails. All to marry? Do you believe that this is a @ What do you think the author is 
this for Brad? No, all this for herself. She al- valid choice? Explain your answer. suggesting in the description of Willie’s 
ways felt her best when she knew she home? 
looked her best.” (From New Boy in Town e Aside from Willie Evans, there are 
[First Love]) Excerpt VIII almost no Third World characters in the 

teenage romance novels similar to the 
@ What do you do when you are get- In her new school, Ellynne, who is white, one from which the quote above was 

ting ready for a party? becomes best friends with Willie Evans, “a _ taken. If you are a person of color, how do 
© What do you think Brad did to get tall, slim, exotically beautiful black girl.” you feel about the absence of Third 

ready for the party? When Ellynne goes to Willie's house after World characters? If you are white, how 
© Do you feel that people can look school, the book says, “It was the second do you feel about the absence of Third 

their best without makeup? Why or why time she'd visited the Evans house, soshe World characters? 
not? wasn’t startled by their splashy use of reds, e If you have read any of the teenage 

© Where do you think people get the _ oranges, and yellows. At first sight she'd romance novels, how many Third World 
idea that makeup makes them look bet- been too shocked to decide, but now she characters did you meet? How were they 

ter? looked around Willie’s brilliant orange and described? How did the description make 
e Why do you suppose that girls wear _ yellow bedroom with the zebra-striped rug you feel about these characters? 

makeup to look better and not boys? and black and white checked bedspread 
and decided she liked it.” (From Dreams About the Author 

Excerpt VI Cerone | iuetwWilcirel) SHARON WIGUTOFF is author of Books for 
@ What makes someone exotic? Why oreo a ist Be on bee a 5 | . i. oun; aders, annotai wOllographies 0; 

Amy loved having Billy pick her up after do you think the author used the term joaaedie and non-racist books pablahed by 
Wolk evely bight: even though he was just exotic to describe Willie? The Feminist Press. 
a friend, not really a date. But her mother 
didn’t like him. ‘Billy!’ she had said. ‘Don’t 
be ridiculous, Amy. He doesn’t even dress SHO TERN AS te] a RRR anh, aii ene 
right. You need to meet a better class of 
boys, handsome ones, rich ones.’” (From 

Rages» Any lowed reams) Combatting Handicapism by Emily Strauss Watson 
© How do you feel about Amy’s moth- 

er’s statement? Why? Developing specific classroom activi- tremendous range of style and content 
© What do you think “a better class of ties based on Scholastic’s Wishing Star presentation, ranging from totally un- 

boys” means? series presents several problems, par- acceptable to acceptable with reserva- 
© What does it mean to dress “right”? ticularly for those books dealing with tions. Consequently, the teacher would 

To dress wrong? disabilities. Combatting handicapist be hard pressed to develop common 
© Do you think boys and girls can be stereotypes in literature is based large- themes and ideas which could be dis- 

friends, without being romantically in- ly on breaking down societal myths re- cussed by a class which may or may not 
volved? Why or why not? garding people with disabilities. These have read one or more of the Wishing 

myths are in turn perpetuated by ig- Star books. 
norance of disabilities and lack of expo- One positive suggestion for a follow- 

Excerpt VII sure to people with disabilities. Thus, up classroom activity can be made re- 
in order to effectively combat these gardless of how the teacher may choose 

“When [Merri] heard that Ellynne’s father negative stereotypes, the teacher must to deal with the Wishing Star books. 
was dead, she asked, ‘Is your mother look- be armed with considerable informa- Following introductory discussions on 
ing for a new husband?’ tion, information that is omitted ordis- stereotypes and how disabled people 

Ellynne answered briefly, ‘My mother is torted in the Wishing Star books them- are portrayed in media, the teacher 
in law school.’ selves. One way the teacher can devel- may wish to invite a disabled person to 

‘How weird!’ Merri exclaimed.” (From op a solid informational base from come and speak to the class. Having a 
Dreams Can Come True [Wildfire]) which to teach about people with dis- “real live” person in the classroom is 

abilities would be to refer to the CIBC often the best way to break down ster- 
© Why do you think Merri says,“How Bulletin on Handicapism (Vol.8,Nos.6 eotypes and gain new information and 

weird!”? & 7, 1977). Positive literature about insight. Whoever comes to class should 
© Do you think Ellynne’s mother’s de- _ people with disabilities include Belong- _ be willing to respond to questions and 

cision to go to law school is weird? Why ing by Deborah Kent and Like It Is: deal with potentially awkward ques- 
or why not? Facts and Feelings from Kids Who tions in an honest, forthright manner. 

© Statistics show that women outlive Know by Barbara Adams. These two Speakers can be obtained by contacting 
men. Do you think married women books represent a realistic, positiveim- local disability rights organizations 
should plan for their future? Explain age of teenagers with disabilities and (See Bulletin, Vol. 8, Nos. 6 & 7, 1977). 
your answer. are written in a style and manner ap- 

© Can you think of reasons that mar- propriate to the young teenage reader. About the Author 
ried women work even though their hus- An additional problem encountered gyi~y STRAUSS WATSON is a board 

bands are alive? in developing classroom activities is member of Disabled in Action of Metropolitan 
© Do you know women who choose not that the titles published to date show a New York. 
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A look at formula series for girls during the past century 

a a +) s 

Formula Writing—lIt’s Nothing New 

By Donnarae MacCann 

Formula writing has characterized ‘milk,” says Pollyanna. One of our mod- __ ily Star, Secrets, to name a few. Story- 
children’s literature—particularly fic- ern protagonists “tried on six yellow lines in the boys’ papers centered 
tion—for more than a century. A look cardigan sweaters before she found the around school life and featured charac- 

at popular formulas of the past helpsus perfect one,” and “spent all morning ters such as the boy-detective, the tal- 
see the regressive aspects of the cur- .. . weighing one gray flannel skirt ented eccentric, the clever scholar and 
rent teen romances. against another. . . .” Girls’ Favorite, various athletic types. They also in- 

Many of the traditional “classics” @ paper started in 1922, wrestled with cluded serialized adventures with set- 
novels by Louisa May Alcott, Thomas similar burning issues: Is a girl best tings in the “Frozen North” and the 
Bailey Aldrich and Frances Hodgson served by bobbed hair or long, by artifi- “Wild West,” or the battle-grounds of 
Burnett, as well as the short tales of cial silk stockings or wool? the Foreign Legion and World WarI. A 
Hans Christian Andersen and Rudyard The most famous boys’ weekly in the curious feature of the girls’ papers was 
Kipling—appeared first in children’s U-S. carried the nondescript title the confusion over audience; for 30 
periodicals. They were not considered Frank Leslie’s Boys’ Weekly, but in years the male editor of the Girls’ Own 
more respectable than the same maga- England the titles reveal the huge gap Paper couldn’t decide whether his peri- 
zines’ hackneyed and formula-written between social norms for boys and odical was for girls or women, and he 
stories: “Little Dilly, or the Uses of girls. Boys’ papers were called Tri- attempted to serve both markets. He 
Tears,” “Nan: The New-Fashioned ¥mph, Champion, Hotspur, > Wizzar d, also had to satisfy the men’s preconcep- 
Girl” and “What Came of Making Pick- Gem and Magnet, while papers for girls _ tions, since Victorian husbands had the 
les.” The pulp “weeklies” of the 19th and women had titles pointingeitherto privilege of programming all their 
century started out with the same “ele- domesticity or tothe mysterious behav- wives’ activities, including their read- 
vated” goals as those seeking to appeal ior of a modern Eve: Girls’ Home, Fam- ing. 

to the gentry (two popular English pulp In the early fiction for girls, narra- 
weeklies—the Boy’s Own Paper and tives often ended with the ecstasy of a 
the Girl’s Own Paper—were products of rrr protagonist's engagement. Today’s 
the Religious Tract Society), but in the |The Aunt Jane's Nieces | romances end with similar raptures 
end they became purely escapist. The . = res sis when the protagonist finds her true 
current new series of preteen and teen- BOOKS FOR cis By EDIT YAN DYKE love—even though no nuptials are an- te ee Ra ne ee a nounced. In series novels for boys, girls 
gentry and the pulp fiction models, but ga, Grae Ch rarely appeared at all. (Tom Swift, 
they are more closely connected with  _ @@ ~ however, remains engaged to Mary 
the soap opera triangles and domestic | 4am ee _C‘éONNeestor for 3:1 years!) 
banalities of the 19th century girls’ | s we BN “ Turning to the formulas popular 
weeklies. | > | on | with the gentry publishing establish- 

The girls’ papers in Victorian times q r= | pe 4 , ment—the houses started by Holt, Put- 
urged solutions of borax for bathing the +e YF nam, Appleton, Harper, Scribner—it’s armpits and advised girls todrink vin. | WW | |. [34 || easy to see relationships between the egar to achieve “an interesting pallor.” “a 19th century and contemporary exam- 
Wildfire’s 1981 Dreams Can Come i. i == ples. The 19th century plot pattern that 
True opens withahoneyandcucumber ts _ mie R. Gordon Kelly calls “the ordeal’* 
facial which feels like “a mask of con- | @ . .. a tswi¥ei == —senables writers to dramatically high- 
crete” to the protagonist, and many of ist i Jane's Miaves an toe ea light the specific social behavior they 
the new books could serve as instruc- | ee ne oe i +00 Vaca tee | want to transmit. The protagonist be- 
tion manuals on hair care. The delecta- Baers Sel“ er Yah est god stiles | comes isolated from adult support, fa- ble dishes served up at modern fictional | tee mow so Wilbeoe at “atin, Sn ces a challenge and ultimately returns 
teenage parties are prepared with only Sa nt se nw Fah ay ee to an ordered, meaningful social envi- 
a little less rapture than those in the eT ronment. In Alcott’s “Bonfires” (1873), 1915 Pollyanna Grows Up: “Ijustloveto A 1909 series, precursor of the girl detec- the ordeal is braving a stormy night 
beat eggs and sugar, and hear thesoda _ tive series, was promoted as stories “about 
gurgle its little tune in the cup of sour _ girls who do things.” *See bibliography. 
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and stopping a train at the brink of a 

Ge order Todays protago- Guidelines for Romance 
nists face different challenges, but this Belowsexcersiat fthe ti lish f formula is still a popular tool. Today DW, pts from some of the tip-sheets that pub ishers of romance series give 

ol Feat eaiaht bi Ol 3 to aspiring authors. Unfortunately, the Wildfire guidelines could not be included be- 

oh ee pa California Girl), and cause Scholastic editor Ann Reit was unwilling to share them with us. 

the desired support is peer approval Silhouette Books—First Love (Simon & Schuster) 
rather than parental approbation. Silhouette First Loves are written primarily for girls twelve to sixteen years old. They 
Another major 19th century formula are always written from the viewpoint of the young heroine and deal with her day by 

involved a deep conversion or revela- day problems, her uncertainties, and her first romantic encounters. These books are 
tion. (Kelly calls this the “change of | about normal kids and the feelings they have as they are growing up. 
heart” formula.) In today’s romance The heroine is fifteen, sixteen, or seventeen, the hero no more than a year or two 
novels the conversions stop short of | older than she. Though usually they are still in high school, itis permissible for the hero 
sainthood for the protagonists, but the to have just graduated, especially if the novel takes place in the summer. The tension 
basic cultural value system continues in these novels lies in the heroine's struggles with common adolescent problems, her 
to be clearly stressed. Sometimes text romantic fantasies as opposed to the realities, and her desire to define herself. Her 
is even italicized so the reader will be _| fantasies include the more down-to-earth dreams of being the most popular girl in the 
sure to notice the moments of heartfelt class, the star of the school play, the class cheerleader, a first date, going steady, etc. 
self-searching. Prominent in these novels is the heroine's inexperience and shyness in dealing with 

At the turn of the century girls were the inevitable misunderstandings of a first romance. The novel traces with sensuous, 
depicted in somewhat more active— | though not graphic detail, the development of this first love. Sometimes tension is built 
even adventurous—roles. A 1909 for- up as the heroine becomes infatuated by an inappropriate boy friend or picks up witha 
mula series entitled Aunt Jane’s Nie- wild crowd who encourages responses for which she is not ready. Conflicts and mis- 
ces was said to be “about girls who do understandings may occur even when the heroine has found just the right boy for her 
things.” At first the girls did things in as one of them realizes that they are too young for a permanent involvement. 
groups (it was safer that way). There Peripheral characters are parents, teachers, the understanding girl friend, the class 
were The Adventure Girls, The Khaki siren and the fond boy friend who may or may not turn out to be the hero. The ending of 
Girls, The Linger-Not Girls, The Motor a First Love though, is always upbeat. . . . 
Maids, The Flying Girls, among many Wishing Star (Scholastic) 

others. These protagonists could set out Wishing Star is a line of contemporary problem books for teenage girls twelve-fif- 
in their cars or motor boats or airplanes teen. The plots should deal with some of the more serious problems of young girls to- 
and do pretty much what they wanted, | gay, like divorce, school difficulties, loneliness, death, parental things, etc. No books 
within limits. Nonetheless, they, too, | will deal with sexual matters, like abortion, unmarried pregnancy, affairs. There 
had an overriding preoccupation—ro- | should, however, be a romance in every book. 
mance. The heroines are fifteen or sixteen and the heros are seventeen and eighteen. . . . 

From the 1930’s to the early 1940’s, | There can be no explicit sex and, in fact, no sexual involvement between the couple 
girls in juvenile series had a broader | except kissing and feelings of attraction. 
range of adventure; romance books did Vocabulary: . . . beyond normal considerations for this age level there are no vo- 
not dominate the field during this peri- | cabulary restrictions, except no four-letter words. 
od. Girls read the boy detective books, There should be good character delineation and plot development. 

es ce ml ates ra - kas Sweet Dreams (Bantam) E ; 
BB Ce ES DEY SIC ULE WLU OU Each Sweet Dreams romance features a heroine who is about sixteen years old 

girls could identify. (Moreover, this | __27 ordinary, middle-class suburban girl, with a family to match. The romantic inter- 
Was Aeon cavcere Were Cpemie est, a boy of the same age or a little older, should appear early in the story—the sooner 

Bp men) Ubere emerecy pe the better. The girl should have a warm, supportive family, and one or two close friends 
Bobbsey Twins, the Dana Girls, Vicky in whom she confides. The plot is moved by a conflict or conflicts embracing adoles- 

_ Bae Ames, and the most “lib- | cont jite—finding one’s identity, finding that special boy, choosing between suitors, 
aan re all Nancy en vue overcoming shyness or self-doubt, becoming popular, succeeding in sports, and so 

SI ie oo Bo oe Meee forth. Variations in the above guidelines are acceptable if integral to the plot. . ides 

cuth (Feminist Press, 1975) that al- Lastly, there should be no profanity, no religious references, and no explicit sex. 
though adventure was the superstruc- | We endorse hugging and kissing, of course. Where would romance be without 
ture of the girl detective series, domes- them? 
ticity was their bedrock. Nancy herself eae 
was cool and adventuresome, yes, but | Caprice Romance (Ace Books) : : 
also she was very much a “lady” and Caprice Romances are contemporary young adult first-love novels that will express 

“dainty” to the core. the restlessness of youth and the wonder of falling in love. ies 

Iftorattimercicle cer ered tobe PLOT: The first meaningful romantic interlude in a young woman's life. Although 

headin, real mera a on emthie she may have dated before, she believes that this one is the real thing. The develop- 

late 15 fi RED Oe a rae ment of emotional and physical feelings toward a young man, the confusion these feel- 

i eemaales Were fmnly. poo i bring on and the happiness which results when confusion gives way to caring 
their place (women were being sent ings pring ee 

from the marketplace back to the a ae : Cael jood. One or the other may be selfish or vain on oc- home), and themes of romance gained ihe young people ale basicaly g0ee. Continued oninextipage 
the ascendancy. Betty Cavanna fol- 
lowed the earlier girl-detective formula 
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with her Connie Blair mysteries, but 
her protagonists were glamor girls. Ca- Continued from previous page 
vanna stressed looks, popularity and | casion, any number of pitfalls are allowed as long as they are acknowledged and recti- 
“femininity’—as, for example, in The | fied by the end of the book, and as long as both members of the relationship remain lik- 
Yellow Warning: “She put a hand on able to some extent. 
his arm and looked at him in a way that A strong subplot is encouraged. . . . There can be family or school traumas, prob- 
would have melted a stronger man.” | Jems or joys, as long as the focus remains on the love aspect. 
During the 1940's, the 1950's and into Although these books are traditional romances in that they are comparatively inno- 
the 1960’s teenage reading fare became | cent, our young people are not unaware of sex. They “make-out” and may have the 
increasingly more melodramatic and | first stirrings of sexual desire but description must be sensitively handled and they will 
the girl protagonists more passive, aS | not follow through on their desires. 
“female” and “male” sex roles were rig- CHARACTERS: The girl is fifteen or sixteen and a virgin. . . . 
idly defined. By 1966, Cavanna’s girl The boy is sixteen or seventeen, not necessarily a virgin but he respects this girl too 
protagonist in A Breath of Fresh Air is much to sleep with her yet 
careful to avoid high heels when she is hepa 
with her David, to give him a “respec- | aND FOR ASLIGHT VARIATION. . . 
table two inches of dominance.” David ‘ 
is “like the oak tree to which she clung Windswept (Scholastic) ‘ 7 , 
_. .arock, a tower of strength, all her Windswept is a line of contemporary Gothic romances for teenage girls twelve-fif- 
life, she must be able to lean on.” In the teen. The plots will differ from garden variety Gothics by being about real girls who be- 
story the protagonist researches the | CMe involved in the Gothic situation” through realistic events. ile 
life of Louisa May Alcott and concludes For example, agirl whose mother is dead moves with her father to a small California 
that “instead of becoming a career cliff town. She's the “new girl in town,” without friends and lonely and apprehensive 
woman she [Alcott] might have been a _} about the eerie cliff house she must call home. In this moody, turbulent setting she falls 
fulfilled and contented wife and moth- in love with a young man whose past involves her in strange and frightening happen- 

er. And wasn’t that every woman’s Ings. 
dream?” . . . Equally important. . . is astrong romance which should run through the entire 

: : book. The hero should be two-three years older; not an older man. 
; Romances did not disappear in the There should be no occult elements in these books. 
ae tee pe ee bag ore The heroines are sixteen or seventeen and the heros are eighteen-twenty. The girls 
ni nee ued ei CaN Aroe a ees are high school students or just out of high school. There can be no explicit sex and, in 
Roney ‘ ii fact, no sexual involvement between the couple except kissing and feelings of attrac- 
istic” book and the women’s movement on 
encouraged books that provided less re- ieee 
strictive role models. According to the 
Subject Guide to Children’s Books in 

Print, romances started to climb again 

in the mid and late 1970’s—a time This disease—an obsession with ro- Children’s Periodicals, 1865-1890. West- 
when the gains of the Civil Rights and mance, appearance, popularity—joins port, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 
the Women’s Movements were chal- with other sexist forces toreduce young 1974. 
lenged by a conservative backlash. women’s aspirations and self-esteem. Lewis, C.S. “On Three Ways of Writ- 

Like soap operas and B movies, for- 1m the end, everyone suffers. [1 ing for Children,” in Only Connect: 
mula romances are dream factories. By Readings on Children’s Literature, Sheila 

simply repeating conventional assump- Bibliography Egoff, G.T. Stubbs and L.F. Ashley, eds. 
tions and values, formula fiction over- For readers interested in exploring London: Oxford University Press, 2nd 
looks life’s complexities and falsifies further the history of formula fiction ser- edition, 1980. 
life itself. They induce passivity and _ ies, the following titles are suggested: Mason, Bobbie Ann. The Girl Sleuth. 
cheat people of direct, genuinely pass- Old Westbury, New York: The Feminist 
ionate experience. Life becomes a non- Cadogan, Mary and Patricia Craig, Press, 1975. 
happening. It’s ironic that people who You're a Brick, Angela!: A New Look at _ Nye, Russell B. “The Juvenile Ap- 
inveigh against the drug culture — Girls’ Fiction from 1839 to 1975. London: Proach to American Culture, 1870- 
should be pushing the opiate of cheap _ Victor Gollancz, 1976. 1930,” in New Voices in American Stu- 
daydreams. : Mie ata, Cawelti, John G. Adventure, Mystery, ‘ies, Ray B. Browne, Donald M. Winkel- 
Speaking of escapist fiction in hises- and Romance; Formula Stories in Art ™an and Allen Hayman, eds. Purdue Re- 

say, “On Three Ways of Writing for and Popular Culture. Chicago: Universi- search Foundation, 1966. 
Children,” C.S. Lewis said: ty of Chicago Press, 1976. Orwell, George. “Boys’ Weeklies,” in 
he dangerous fantacy is always super: Cyrisse, Jaffee. “More Pain Than Plea- The Collected Essays, Journalism and 
cially realistic. The real victim of wishful Sure: Teen Romances,” in School Library Letters of George Orwell—An Age Like 
reverie. . . prefers stories about million- Journal, January, 1979. This, 1920-1940. New York: Harcourt, 
aoe ee beatles na eel Kelly, R. Gordon. “American Chil- 1968. 
.. . For, as i say, ere are two Kinds 0} if i a i i i 

longing. The one is an askesis, a spiritual ee here o Peas About the Author 
exercise, and the other is a disease. (Only ; elary tes DONNARAR MacCANN, ibi 
Connect: Readings on Children’s Litera- 1870-1910, Vol. 6, No. 2, Spring, 1973. The Arbuthnot Anth: eee ned 4 
ture, Oxford University Press, 2nd Ed., Kelly, R. Gordon. Mother Was a Lady: ature. eesti i: orien Ge ae 1980) Self and Society in Selected American tin. we fe Wie 
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An evaluation of the Harlequin adult romances—and how they 

compare to the new teen variety 

Lust for Love 

As she read, her soft lips trembled in _ attitudes among women. “I chose to look _ published at the rate of a dozen every 

anticipation, and when at long last she _for the traditional image in the obvious month. 

knew that Kate had captured the heart place—the American media. While those In both types of Harlequin novels, the 

of the dark and brooding Damien Sav- media have been castigated by feminists formula dictates the plot: girl meets 

age, her eyes filled with tears of joy. for the way they portray women, there man; girl gets man; girl loses man; and 

‘As she closed the cover of the thin vo- have been no studies that concentrate on _ girl gets man for keeps. 

lume, she yearned for more. Yet she did the elements in media portrayal which Notice it is “girl” instead of “woman.” 

not worry for she knew that the next Har- make the traditional role alluring,” she That’s because the formula dictates the 

lequin novel would take her away from said. hero to be older, more worldly and so- 

the piles of laundry, dreary typing and While the basic formula for Harlequin _phisticated, more experienced sexually, 

the other drudgeries that fill her days. novels has remained the same over the and richer, according to Frenier. 

But what, besides escape from an un- years, some of the books are getting sexi- It is essential in romantic novels for 

exciting life, is she seeking? And what is er as a result of the Sixties sexual revolu- men to have superficial power over wom- 

she getting? tion, Frenier said her findings indicate. en because women are seen as having 

For one thing she and the 10 million In 1973 the Canadian publisher Harle- _ the most powerful of weapons—their sex- 

other women who read Harlequin novels quin Enterprises began marketing aser- _ uality. “Women [in the novels] have to be 

are being told over and over that the ies of more sophisticated, sexier books so weak and so young and so all-that- 

ways of the “traditional woman” lead to called “Harlequin Presents.” Andtokeep stuff because if they had equal status, 

a happy life and a successful marriage, _ its established audience satisfied, the ta- women would be much more powerful,” 

according to Mariam Frenier, a history mer “Harlequin Romance” novels are Continued on page 31 

professor at the University of Minnesota 

“Harlequins give lessons which indi- -— i@&~=~—=— % aun 

tient and changes her behavior to suit =§ mac : , 

will cease to be sardonic, cruel, distant ¢ . d A 
and strange (the hallmark of Harlequin | . - === ( 0 a. 
heroes),” Frenier said. “In this, Harle- i a “~ —ri—eEN ; 4 

quin tells wives that if they behave like © | . tat ) if O y 
battered women they will obtain and @ . ~~ Go ——UmrM 

Frenier, who teaches acourseingend- fe . ay (3 TT 
er role socialization, said she thinks <= 2 es — gp SS «CS 
women look to romantic novels for sup- © \ . _ Se vas a > lod we 
port of their ideas of how love and mar- | we |. ay ae wr J 8 
riage should work. “Harlequins offeran =) > eee i 
explanation of and cure for the frustra- \ 4 ~ _ _ a a> | 1 a 7a 

tions of modern marriage,” she said. | 9 = $4 ee Oe 
“Specifically, I think the reader is get- | 9 99 9 | ey, 

riage to a stranger in a worldin which | - _ _ ££ oo : 

men and women are not only socialized .< . : \ 4 a a LF | 
to be as different as possible from each Ce ey A re VF : 

other, but also to have very different ex- >). A. BOUND BY | PAStShe REJECTED ee 

pectations of marriage.” FF _. |. LOVE SONNE ER 

Frenier began to examine romantic e teen series, typy ‘ied by the Sweet Dreams title at left, have been called “training 

fiction a few years ago when she decided _ bras” for the more suggestive adult romances, such as those published by Harlequin at 

to trace the development of anti-feminist right. 
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Disturbed at the proliferation of romance series in the schools, 
a coalition encourages quality materials for classrooms 

Coalition Protests Selling Sexism 

On June 17 representatives of the We the undersigned are disturbed bya _ their contents as appropriate educational 
National Education Association new development in school book servi- materials and thereby exacerbate the 
(NEA), Ms. magazine and various sex __ces. These services are distributing pre- negative effects of stereotypes on stu- 
and race equity organizations, includ- teen and teenage romances which are of dents. Students, who receive these 
ing CIBC, met with 26 editors of Schol- _ inferior literary quality and written to for- books from a school-approved book club, 
astic Book Service, Inc. They came to mula, and perpetuate sexist stereotypes and their parents will inevitably perceive 
express concern that Scholastic was and values. Scholastic Book Service, Inc. the books as having the approval of the 
marketing sexist, low-quality chil- began publishing the Wildfire series of educational community. Because of their 
dren’s books in the nation’s schools. teenage romances in 1980. The books long standing trust in the services pro- 

The meeting was prompted by Schol- are aimed at ten- to fourteen-year-old vided by Scholastic and Xerox, teachers 
astic’s publication and school distribu- _ girls. Because of their mass market ap- could become an unwitting salesforce for 
tion of the Wildfire series of romances peal, many other publishing companies a series of books which they might not 
for ten- to fourteen-year-old girls and of are following suit. Xerox Education Publi- find acceptable were they familiar with 
a magazine with very similar content cations, Inc. is offering selections from _ their contents. 
and the same title. In the last Bulletin, several other romance series—the We find the promotion of these books 
Elaine Wagner described the success- Sweet Dreams series of Bantam and _ in a classroom setting questionable at 
ful protest which led to the discontin- First Love series of Simon & Schuster _ best for the following reasons. 
uation of the magazine; the publica- _—modeled on the highly successful Wild- 1. They teach young girls that their pri- 
tion of the Wildfire books, however, fire books. mary measure of self-worth is in their at- 
was in no way affected. By distributing these books through the _tractiveness and ability to secure a boy- 

Those concerned with sex and race _ schools, Scholastic and Xerox legitimize _ friend. The relentless emphasis on ap- 
equity wished to suggest to Schol- pearance reinforces conformity and feel- 
astic editorial procedures to avoid the ings of inadequacy in young women. 
publication of other sexist materials 2. By stressing romance as the central 
and to assure bias-free books in the fu- Suggestions to Scholastic concern in these girls’ lives, the books 
ture. The group’s recommendations to © Establish on-going, in-house | devalue relationships among girls and 
Scholastic appear in the accompanying awareness training for those responsi- | encourage competition among girls. 
box. ble for reviewing and editing Scholastic 3. The books discount the possibility 

Before ending the meeting, Scholas- offerings. of non-romantic friendships between 
tic spokesperson Claudia Cole agreed @ Establish an outside advisory pan- | young women and men based on mutual 
that many of the recommendations el with expertise in “catching” the sub- interests and respect. 
were valid and assured the group that tleties of sexism/racism in materials. 4. Most of the adult female and male 
a time-line for implementing some of @ Establish a permanent internal re- role models in these books are stereotyp- 
the recommendations would be pre- view division of Third World and women | _ ical and limiting: mothers focus almost 
pared. specialists qualified and responsible for} entirely on their family roles and fathers 

However, repeated attempts to learn criticizing materials for race/sex/etc. bi- on their paid work. 
of Scholastic’s follow-up action went as. 5. The protagonists for the most part 
unanswered. When there was still no © Conduct on-going staff develop- | ack social concerns, future aspirations 
response by September, the group that ment and supervise review processes | OF adventurousness, thus reinforcing a 
had met with the Scholastic staff called in all departments. traditional stereotype of women as pass- 
for the formation of a coalition of or- e Continue the use of outside con- ive, performing limited functions in a 

ganizations. The purpose of this coali- sultants for awareness training and re- }_ ™ale-defined world. 
tion will be to alert teachers to the con- view of pre/post production materials. 6. Because of the virtual absence of 
tent of the books sold by Scholastic and © Develop a more extensive set of people of color; disabled people; people 
other publishers through school book guidelines to assist editors in selecting from working class backgrounds; people 

clubs. Bk ’ bias-free stories and articles. from a variety of family structures, for ex- 
The coalition has issued the follow- ample, single-parent or extended fami- 

ing statement: lies; lesbians and gay men; and older 
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people (not even grandparents are in- | Lust for Love and other romance fiction. 

cluded), the series promotes white, mid- | Continued from page 29 The differences: Harlequin protago- 
dle-class, two-parent, small-town family . nists are seventeen to twenty-eight years 
life as the only desirable norm. By impli- | she said. “In fact in these novels sexually old; those of Sweet Dreams and Wildfire 
cation, other life styles and members of | attractive women are so powerful they ae sixteen or seventeen. Harlequin he- 
other social groups may be regarded as | must be controlled by extremely domi- _yoes are usually thirty-five; teen heroes 
deviant or less valuable. nant men and their power must be un- seventeen to twenty. Harlequin heroes 
Agroup of concerned parents and edu- | dercut as much as possible.” are sardonic brutes; teen heroes, sweet 

cators has already met with representa- Harlequin heroines are so innocent guys who help with the dishes! Typically 
tives of Scholastic to protest the inclusion | they are usually unaware they are using Harlequin protagonists are arpa: 
of these materials in the book club offer- | their powerful artillery. “While por- teen protagonists have close and loving 
ings and to recommend ways in which | trayed as powerless, usually small, mothers, And teen protagonists are more 

Scholastic might broaden its selections | young and naive . . . they often cause irginal than Harlequin’s. They kiss 
and train its staff in the evaluation of their | their heroes to lust, force their heroes to sometimes more than one boy, puvrthe 
publications for sexism and racism. This | love, inflict pain upon their heroes and kisses are gentle—if it’s the right 
meeting took place on June 17, 1981. Itis | win their heroes’ hands in marriage,” poy—and lead to no fondling of breasts or 
Scholastic’s failure to respond ina mean- | Frenier explained. thighs. Blessedly, these teen romances 
ingful way that has prompted this state- “The traditional unmarried woman are not Porfograplic. that is, their pro- 
ment. was supposed to be disinterested in sexu- tagonists do not engage in : punishing 

As parents and educators, we charge | ality and the virgins in the early 1970's __ kisses, steely grips and bruises as char- 
Scholastic and Xerox with abusing their | Harlequins were disinterested,” she acters do in adult romances 
right to distribute books in schools and | said. “In contrast, the virgins in these | would applaud these differences— 
with abusing the trust placed in them by | new sexier novels lust and their lust is with the exception of the same insistence 
the educational community. We strongly | not only central to the novels, but Isus- that the ees older than the “heroine” 
recommend that they immediately reex- | pect it is the reason for their rising popu- _if they didn’t operate to lull the read- 
amine their policy regarding the selection larity . . . [but] basically Harlequin he- ers into dreams about boys and marriage 
of materials for their book club offerings. | roines still reject premarital sex.” mech hawouliittle to dommiihirealit 

The national coalition we are forming In novels by women, heroes have ei- Where are the macho boys, where ae 
will monitor the situation and calls on par- | ther been devils or angels, she said. In pregnant girls, where th eee ‘nal 
ents, teachers and librarians to urge that | Harlequins they are always devils to be 5 caer 2 hi 7 Nee <= = 
books used in the classroom or sold | softened by an innocent young woman. ae eer es  ee ee ae anes 
through school systems be free of stereo- ee ieee eee raion for lying ane the reel world of Woesandices This is made obvious by the marve- women and men? 

: lously malevolent” names given to Har- 

Statement drawn up September 15 at | lequin heroes, Frenier said. Among her | ove |s a Career 
a meeting held in New York City School | favorites are “Devil Haggard” who is the 
District 3 by representatives of the follow- | true love of “Oriel Millstock” and “Da- Ree mila 
ing organizations: mien Savage and Kate Darwood” who we i ee ee between ee 

American Federation of Teachers, | met in the first paragraph. a 1 ah Ps seenee : 3 Soy 
Coalition of Labor Union Women; While reading formula fiction and Sone One a t : es OF a aie 

Barnard College/Columbia University, | knowing that even Devil Haggard can be ae ee ce Sree BOMsh, Tne A 
Office for Disabled Students; tamed by the right woman may be unap- ai ae ee ait ae ar herself 
‘ Council on Interracial Books for Chil- | pealing to some readers, Harlequin fans ie oe pe ea 
ren; like the advance knowledge, Frenier 2 : : 

Disabled in Action of Metropolitan New | said. J ae ea Hiecce oe bovin enee om 
York; “I think people who read them like the {17 ane Soaatee EES Tae TT 

New York City Board of Education, Of- | predictability, they like knowing more 5 ee A eet eae a ae 
fice of Equal Opportunity, Sex Desegre- | than the protagonist,” she said. “They } 0; e iF antics ae a aa ce 
gation Program Community School Dis- | like the happy endings; it must be sooth- See ease ie ee ae 
trict 2, the National Origins/Sex Equity | ing.” eat fe 1 Seen f Sc, 
Project and the Gifted Talented Program; eon boye) be aodiion, ter mowers oo 
Community School District 3, the Basic ss a Pe oe oa on eng role Ce 
Skills Program; The article above by Pat Kaszuba ap- a a ae sed a alee a a 

New York University, Race Desegre- | peared in the Twin Cities Reader. When )¥ a poe ence ano e eG ge Ob 
gation Assistance Center; asked to comment on the romance series oe ay echool no not a teacher.) 

Organization of Asian Women; for young readers, Mariam Frenier made c Hee ore o ae 
Rutgers University, Consortium for | the following statement. Cleon a ou Nan appy, young 

Educational Equity; woman, find yourself a man. Do not frit- 

Women With Disabilities United; : ee ey ue ue ee 
Women’s Action Alliance, Non-Sexist Series like Sweet Dreams and Wildfire Love is what you want and once you find 

Child Development Project. are training bras for future Harlequin _ it, love will be forever and all-fulfilling. 
readers. While the differences between And once you are older and immersed in 

Individuals and organizations wishing | these teen romances and Harlequins love, when you want periodically to re- 
to join the Coalition may write to Coali- | make them alluring to young girls, the fresh your image of true bliss, you’ll be 

tion, c/o CIBC, 1841 Broadway, New | similarities reinforce the same old myths well trained to dip into Harlequins and 

York, N.Y. 10023. and stereotypes fostered by Harlequins Rosemary Rogers. [] 
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Klan Recruitment | PERG (12) Stopbich the ian hap boendt- 
[7 _ recting recruitin; 2 

Efforts Increase i i> @ other ceils ae people seek to 
Ku Klux Klan recruitment of children i? i- @ learn more about the history and resur- 

has already been noted with alarm (see 7 | @ gence ofthe Klan. — A Vol. 11, No. 8). Reports of the distribu. fF «| > The 72-page curriculum contains a 
tion of Klan hate-literature at schools [ff || © 4] comprehensive Background Informa- 
across the nation and of student activity —F __ | _§ tion section plus 11 detailed lesson 
supporting the Klan are increasing. Ree ff & | | = § plans anda variety of classroom activi- 
cent incidents include: |e | | 4] ties covering such topics as The Birth of 

: i | @ the Klan, The Beginnings of White Su- @ In Durham, North Carolina, a cross i . premacy, The Klan in the 1920’s, The 
was burned at half-time during a game le) i. Dranesa ae Scapegoating, The Klan To- 
between Black and white high schools. | ine i . day and Countering the Klan. An an- @ In College Park, Maryland, several 9 » Re |= | notated Bibliography and Glossary are adult Klan members visited a local high . | _@ also included. “The material is de- 
school to recruit students. (Theyclaimto —/ = 777 0 8 ge jd to counter Klan propaganda and 
have signed up 100 students and planto ff 28 = “=e © 8 4 1 provide information about the Klan 
recruit elsewhere.) Youth Corps applica- fF = 9 @ | @ @ = @ 1 1 i. not included in any textbook,” 
tions were also circulated ina St. Mary 9 =| @ | © m = = qf 3a Council staff member Ruth 
County high school. InHartfordCounty, §§ = 8 #828287] [@  @ Charnes during the presentation of the 
2 mock jobsapplicationsform= slurring tsetse em curriculum at Minneapolis. She noted 
Blacks circulated among local high that it is particularly important to pro- 
school students, and both teachers and vide teachers and students with factual 
students repeatedly received abusive Ppa information about the Klan and its ac- phone calls from self-identified Klans- volvement in schools and other activities tivities “because the Klan trades on 

men. for children, CIBC has been working misinformation, half-truths and a lot of e A flyer was circulated in a Jackson, with two teacher organizations—the Na- myths.” 
Mississippi, high school urging teachers tional Education Association and the The. (rurriculammvackrigwled seers 
and administrators to “suspend as many Connecticut Education Association—to: foblemelsnhorent inedealingiitnes 

blacks as they can.” develepian any Key <} oe ahi of this nature and includes a @ In Marion County, California, nine (see below). In addition, CIBC has joined oes entitled The | MrouonalaGle 
members of a high school football team the National Anti-Klan Network mate of the Classroom. “You need a 
were suspended after inserting “K-K-K” aN) ands Bee) rere anize eg sensitive, concerned. Sesicred teacher into a school cheer. Grau ely Meuea one committer ante to present this kind of information,” 

@ In public schools in northwest Ala- NAKN is focusing this fall and son ee ivohn beska NEA staff coordinator bama, KKK recruiting pamphlets were “the Next Generation,” with educational for the project ae the presentation. 
c discovered taped to athletic lockers and _ efforts in high schools and colleges. The Ahosthroe : hedund dent fantcedion bulletin boards! NAKN will serve as a resource center for ihe eo ee oes i an ee it 7 

@ In Contra Costa, California, white speakers, including victims of Klan vio- oe Ts Rees Tesi ae a A 2 
students who befriend Chicano and lence, and anti-Klan materials. Individ- eae a Seen Canes a ee. 
Asian American classmates have been uals and organizations are urged to join went. Behar a Reflecting Racialvand 
the special target of KKK attacks. the NAKN Education Committee and to Rihnie prejudices! Gt ee ded 

e Following an article in the Cleve- organize teach-ins and distribute NAKN NEA decols Saioalun manic 
land Press that described a successful literature in their communities. For dealing Paine KKK. neo-Nant ane 
desegregation program at JFK High more information write the NAKN, P.O. otheviextremise ccoune 2 
School, a white student identified in the Box 10500, Atlanta, Ga. 30310, or tele- The Coane: ee began last 
article received an anonymous letter phone (404) 221-0025. spring during the preparation of an ar- 
oe oe depicting a Black man be- ticle, “Whitewashing White Racists: ing lynched. i ; ; ” 2 

Equally alarming is the fact that Curriculum on KKK ey ae 
teachers and youth workers are alsobe- Now Available sought classroom materials to recom- 
ing identified as KKK members. In Chi- A curriculum about the Ku Klux mend to counter misinformation that 
cago, Illinois, a high school teacher re- Klan was introduced at the annualcon- had appeared in Junior Scholastic. 
signed in the wake of the furor caused ference of the National Education As- F inding that no such materials existed, when several ten-year-old Black stu- sociation (NEA) held in Minneapolis the Council began work on lesson 
dents reported that he called them “little this past July. Developed by the Coun- _ plans. 
niggers,” “bitches,” “whores,” and “pros- cil on Interracial Books for Children in The CEA became involved in prepar- titutes,” and called himself a “card-car- cooperation with the NEA and the Con-_ ing a curriculum in September of that rying member of the KKK.” A Scout necticut Education Association, the year after a Klan group held a rally troup leader in Ceres, California, wasre- curriculum is entitled “Violence, the and cross-burning in the small Connec- 
cently revealed to be a Klan member, as Ku Klux Klan and the Struggle for ticut town of Scotland. “Teachers called 
was a Brownie leader in Connecticut. Equality.” The informational and in- CEA for information about the Klan 

Recognizing the need to alert parents _structional kit is designed for use in when their students began asking 
and educators to the dangers of Klanin- junior and senior high school, an age questions they couldn’t answer,” said 
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Dimples Armstrong, CEA representa- when selecting children’s books in the fu- Quality Counts 

tive at the Minneapolis conference. ture. Continued from page 19 
“We decided to prepare materials to The Women’s Division call on United Medical Center, a hospital serving chil- 

help them. Methodist Women to evaluate children’s | dren from all races, at all levels of aca- 
. In January, 1981, the three groups books in society and in the church to de- | demic and social ability, from all back- 
joined forces to produce the curriculum. termine if they are promoting racist ste- | grounds. 
Copies are available from the Council — reotypes and biases. _ ° 3 The first time I distributed the books, 
for $4.95 prepaid (see inside back _The Women’s Division provide a wider | | also selected them. I was careful to in- 
cover). distribution of : CIBC guidelines and | clude a wide selection of “high interest” 

work to determine procedures for such | books about animals, sports, series 

oa. me ee i romance, jokes, crafts, TV tie-ins and 
i i e omen’s Division call upon | so on. About half, however, were the 

Ae ey 5 ites United Methodist Women to encourage | sort of books librarians hope to see chil- 
ords y leart public librarians and school librarians to | dren read—well written, popular liter- 

iN reseluiion On Bias in’ Children’s develop workshops and seminars to as- | ature with careful character develop- 
Books” was adopted at the annual meet- sist persons to identify stereotypes and | ment, themes and styles. There were ti- 
ing of the Women’s Division, Board of biases in children’s books and to intro- | tles by Eloise Greenfield, Sharon Bell 
Global Ministries of the United Meth- duce non-stereotypical literature. Mathis, Beverly Cleary, Mildred Tay- 
odist Church, held in New York City last The Women’s Division call upon ap- lor, Marilyn Sachs, William Steig, Lu- 

April. Seventy-two regional conferences propriate boards and agencies within the | cille Clifton, plus some classics, folk- 
: . church to evaluate and monitor church | lore and epics. Although children first 
in the U.S. are mandated to implement z d 
the resolution, which reads as follows: school materials to ensure that they are picked books from the former category, 

bias-free. they invariably only browsed through 
‘ ; them before returning to pick titles 

mee ee om the second cotogory fo hep. the? Bidkeatonstheueocibeywandbtendiee i-Bias School Pl went to lunch. An hour later when I re- 

thereby perpetuate them, a recent exam- AB IBS senee on ae every clad ae ene toed aD 2 
: : saan: In April, 1978, the [Framingham, | 500k. 5 aur 
ae me oar Rok ae Mass.] school system was cited by the Some time later, I again visited the 

a : a > oe enEDY) tte iy Aan state Bureau of Equal Educational | hospital to distribute books. This time, 

ae ey ae lhe an obtn Opportunity for sex and cultural stereo- | Someone else had picked the books. 

Century, but fails to recognize the politi- typing in instructional material. In aS Ug peaeh tn anne ted ee Pe 

cal racial and social realities that shape SPONSE, the school committee's policy e aa ae ee : nee : 
the Black experience in America; subcommittee has developed a policy | 0 be en ete ie eae es 

WHEREAS the story distorts the 0Verning this issue. Se ar ee 
meanings of struggle in the Black com- The policy was passed Ae brathe | Beked books ‘only Say Fae 
ranioy at cromorestine my hiobpacciy: school committee in the face of a re- oe oa a appy In select- 

p submissiveness and complicity as an quest for a delay by the Framingham | 8 eaae eemeetny rae Ys Ba) plicity Teachers’ Association (FTA). Patricia | the most fifteen, nearly every book had 

a ae ae ._., Nevins, FTA representative, said she | been discarded—on the floor, atop a 
WHEREA' 3 the Council on Interracial was “worried about the effect the policy chair—while the children resumed 

Books for Children (CIBC) has recently 5 load” their earlier activities: television, 
published an in-depth analysis of the eee oe er oe fighting, playing. 
book, presenting the perspectives and e a Decne cand administrator 

Se ek el Pe copra fat ee ee 
racignn [see Vol. 11, No. 7]; oe any material he/ Is there a moral here? Thope so: If we 

WHEREAS, Words by Hearthasbeen ~ @ a written summary of sex/race | “2% teach enough children, enough of 
vi forall forall ; 3 the time, with enough good books, 

given exceptional national prominence stereotyping content of any books be- z 
and has received the International Read- jing considered for district-wide adop- books that address their concerns, 
ing Association 1980 Children’s Book fn eidlatl bel submittedito the deputy books that touch their lives, books that 

Award, was selected as a 1980 Notable superintendent by the adoption com- broaden their world and deepen their 
Book by the American Library Associa- aera 2 Undersea we ae created . 

tion, was chosen as the first children’ fl A CHOKE SiO eat CAUSES act auieee Ce ho annG, 
book ever ae ee a d by the Real a be So ee a oar ee thinkers. We will have a chance for a 
er’s Digest, and is presently scheduled ec a al aa es aaa tereahs better world. If we fail to do that, if we 

tan publication in paperback by Ban- Bede eh seep liboieachers ie ply them with trash, we risk living ina 

tam Books July 1981 ae din ee ae Bee ae nation of television watchers, vacation- 

Be it therefore resolved that: Vie ee antl review of the most com- | °"® eo divarror 12) 
ae Division of the Board of monly used instructional materials in About the Author 

lobal Ministries send letters to the each department will be conducted by 
book’s publisher, Atlantic, Little Brown, each school and submitted to the deputy | gaRBARA ANN PORTE is Children’s Servi- 
the Readers Digest, the International superintendent. ces Specialist at the Nassau Library System. 
Reading Association, calling on them to Reprinted from Integrateducation, | Her opinions do not necessarily reflect those of 
use anti-racist and bias-free guidelines Jan.-Aug., 1980. the Nassau administration. 
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department, all books that relate tomi- Century in 50 years, is espe. 
of the minority group depicted—Editors. Bo —_ | When the author moves to Mead’s 

: ; | | 7 |_|] this work, the book suffers. One gets 
Where the Elf King Sings FF | __ 4 the impression that while the author 
by Judie Wolkoff. | if) |] ‘knows and loves anthropology, he 
$7.95, 178 pages, grades 5-9 rl Bs h Vi | ff Mead. This is very apparent in his 
The sprightly writing holds a reader’s at- ee . a wk | ee vo ee = 

tention, as does a way-out, unlikely cha- _———— Ta ne to back up his opinions, the 
racter—Mrs. King—and an unlikely ser- oe eres author makes such comments as: ies of events. The slightly more likely J 2O@ 2@ RECN RGeE G “There is a minor consolation, if Reo characters in this tale are twelve-year. 77 [7 = Sao ON ever enjoys such ironies: Despite his 

enallOg hs Hele yeetecoll isnt Wey | i  ==§=ssese || Mead,’ the reviewers, the journals and Wid Super SINAT LOVES nd eed eee ort itetcatalog ters of hie Beoeenennene Mama—beautiful, pressured but strong; ‘Mrs. Reo F. Fortune. Small rev arin 
Daddy—an alcoholic vet, traumatized Tat a he states, “After the praise 
since his best friend was literally blown 0 “normal” that he tells his gutsy heaped upon tie wife’s books, Reo 
toybite while they were together in Viet; | “daughter that she's “a beauty: who will 746; foalblike a real gecond’nrale” 
nam; and Grandma—Daddy’s uptight, “break too many hearts” and tells his son Overlooking the fact that two of 
nagging, protective mother. that he’s “a genius.” Mead’s husbands were eminent an- While Daddy goes on rampages, losing Oh, yes. Grandma turns out to be lov- thropologists, the author writes that 
jobs and tearing up their house, Mama ing and generous after all, also thanks to viewing “Mead’s relationship with 
works evenings as a waitress. Marcie is the good fairy, Mrs. King |Werprezume sa lar various! husbands (she will have 
in charge of dinners and brother David. that this family will live happily ever, three in all) . . . one wonders if [her 
Drama runs high as spooky but wonder- ever after. {Lyla Hoffman] husbands] may not be merely some 
ful Mrs. King enters the children’s lives kind of drone to her worker bee.” 
and helps to solve all problems thanks 2 Mead is portrayed as an overpower: 
her habit of hanging out at graveyards 2 ms 5 cre a ve , 
and teaching children about nature, Margaret Mead: tte ae ae ee fore 
reading and good eating in most unor- A Portrait band].” At the same time, the author 
thodox ways. i also trivializes Mead and her life. He This mixture of an offbeat fairy god- by Edward Rice. explains, for example, that fate, not mother and of the realistic problems suf- Harper & Row, 1979, dutermahon sent ee to Samoa and 
fered by Vietnam veterans unfortunate- $10., 204 pages, grades 7-up that hen nesd forthe exotic, not scho- 
ly trivializes the problems and sugar- Margaret Mead, perhaps the best larship, drove her on. 
coats the solutions. Vietnam veterans known scholar of her generation, took The book has other problems. It who were maimed by wardidmobreturn the small, little-known field of anthro: seems that the author was une: 
to be greeted by demonstrators carrying ology and did much to foster both its his audience. At one point, for in- 
signs reading “Murderers.” This was not scholarly and popular development. stance, he explains that “automobiles 
a tactic used by the peace movement as Much of what we, the lay world, know _ were then not as common as they are this book states. Nor is it plausible that of anthropology today is really an- now,” a rather elementary concept, 
Daddy, who still shouts “gook” and other thropology viewed through Mead’s while later in the book he goes into anti-Asian obscenities when he’s upset eyes. It is amazing, therefore, that fairly sophisticated explanations of (and who shows no concern at all about there is so little written for children anthropological techniques. In addi- the killing of Vietnamese), feels so about this woman who wrote and did tion, the present tense is used to refer strongly about the high proportion of s0 much. to past events, which causes confu- USS. Blacks killed in Vietnam. He even This work—one of two recent child- _ sion. 
topples a neighbor’s Black garden statue, _ ren’s books on Mead (see p. 35)—tries If this were simply an introduction 
calling it “offensive.” to fill this gap, but fails badly. The to anthropology and did not contain 
Anyhow, Daddy finally stopsdrinking, author is at his best writing about the sections on Mead, it would have enters a Veteran’s Hospital for psychiat- anthropology. His discussions of an- value; however, as one of the few 

ric counseling, and turns out okay. (We thropology when Mead entered the biographies of Mead for young read- 
are relieved that he went for counseling field are excellent, as is his treatment ers, the book is an insult to both its 
before Reagan’s budget cuts eliminate of the South Sea cultures to which subject and the reader. [Patricia B. 
such services.) In fact, he returns home Mead devoted much of her life. His Campbell] 

EE EEE I mre aN 
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She Never Looked Back: vide nee into the Nase: of envir- z book to identify with. The book is 
onment in forming “human nature.” also important because it shows the 

Margaret Mead in Samoa The excellent illustrations are an father having the main responsibility 

by Sam and Beryl Epstein, asset. She Never Looked Back de- for the home and the child. That he 
illustrations by Victor Juhasz. serves to be read. [Patricia B. Camp- has the means to have a day-time 
Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, 1980, bell] housekeeper is another matter; this is 
$5.99, 64 pages, grades 3-7 definitely a portrayal of an isolated 

This is an easy-to-read introduction to mail ole Sern: Hier are. pe 1s 18 an -t0-] other family members or fri - 
Margaret Mead and her work. Focus- Two Places to Sleep ing out ieee this oe 
ing on Mead 8 first and most famous by Joan Schuchman, a way, there’s an irony here. The book 
field work in Samoa, the book des-  jjiustrated by Jim LaMarche. is in a sense celebrating the independ- 

cribes both Samoan culture as it af Carolrhoda Books (241 First Ave. N., ence of the mother and the ability of 
fected young girls and Mead’s efforts \inneapolis, Minn. 55401), 1979, all parties to cope after the break-up 
zB understand that aspect of the cul: 4 95 unpaged, grades p.s-3 of the nuclear family. Yet, by concen- 
ure. trating on only the nucli ily, i 
_ The book is not a biography. Mead’s Seven-year-old David has blonde hair eee ih a sense oes Tg ‘ 

life, other than the time spent in and freckles. His parents have just a contradiction which the author 

Samoa, is given very little attention, gotten a divorce, and David’s mother probably did not intend to convey. 

and the complexities and contradic. is the one who moved out of the Jim LaMarche’s illustrations are 

tions that were Margaret Mead are family home to live in an apartment oft and warm, just as they are in his 

rarely even hinted at. In addition, in the city near her office job. David previous book My Daddy Don’t Go to 

little is included about the field of stays with his Dad, by mutual con- Work. [The Multicultural Project for 

anthropology other than a short defi- sent of both parents, so he won’t have Communication and Education] 

nition and occasional references to to change schools or suffer any other 
the dedication and sincerity of the disruptions in his life. His father has 
anthropologist. a housekeeper who reassures David 

What the book does cover and cover that he will learn to cope with his Pagans in Our Midst 
very well is Coming of Age in Samoa. parents’ permanent separation. 
Taking a view which is primarily non- The book depicts the difficult transi- by Andre Lopez. 

judgmental, the author uses Mead’s tion period in David’s—and his par- Akwesasne Notes (Mohawk Nation 

experiences as a basis for discussing ents’—life, when David feels insecure via Rooseveltown, N.Y. 13683), no date, 

cultural differences and the need to about the separation, particularly his $6.95, 153 pages, grades 6-up 
respect cultures different from one’s separation from his mother. Everyone : i : 
own. The book also describes the is especially understanding and ac- This book is a selection of 1885-1910 
problems of living and working in a commodating. David’s father includes newspaper articles and illustrations 
different culture and the effort thatan David in cooking meals, makes spe- 2P0Ut the Six Nations Peoples of three 
outsider must make to be accepted. cial breakfasts for him, promises to ™&J0" reservation areas in upper New 

A few stereotypes and patronizing finish building his bookcase. David’s York State—Mohawk, Onondaga and 
conversations about “primitive peo. mother spends the entire weekend Seneca. (A Prologue gives a brief histori- 
ple” are included in the book, al- entertaining David—they fly a kite in ©! background.) The Introduction and 
though generally Mead either refutes the park, go to the movies, eat in a Foreword constitute an outstanding es- 
these comments or is upset and em- restaurant, play Parcheesi, and, of S@Y °" the nature of racism in general, 
barrassed by them. In general,Samoa_ course, there is the long bedtime story with particular attention to how it is ma- 
is portrayed as an idyllic place. This and the reassuring “I love you, nifested by white America against the 
unfortunately weakens what could David.” Native population. Although focused on 

have been a very valuable aspect of By the end of the book, one gets the one locale, the book is a microcosm of 
the book. The book discusses the picture that David will adjust to his What was happening throughout the 
differences between female adolescent two places to sleep. Neither his country. 
experiences in Samoa and in the U.S., mother nor father will abandon him. __By the end of the 19th century, the “In- 
explaining why the experience is so In fact, there are some special re- dian Wars” were over. Generally, those 

much less painful and less traumatic wards. His Mom, David observes, _ left alive were relocated and forcibly con- 
in Samoa. Unfortunately, the Samoa “listens better now than she used to” fined to reservations, where they found 
of Mead’s study seems so far removed and she doesn’t get angry when he themselves engaged in a different sort of 
from the U.S. that it will be very hard spills his drink in the restaurant. struggle. 
for the young reader to relate to much For the growing number of children This was the beginning of the era of 
of the information. whose mothers and fathers decide to the missionary and the “educator,” who, 

The book is an interesting tale of separate and divorce and to remain with the blessing of the BIA, implement- 

other lives, other places and other close to their children, sharing the ed the policy of spiritual and cultural 

times; it attempts to teach readers nurturing and child rearing in asensi- genocide that came to replace previous 

respect for other cultures and to pro- ble and equitable manner, this will be physical destruction. It is a policy that 

OO 
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has continued, to one degree or another, _ bodied here are stillsomuchapartofour with Don. Because the book is written 
to the present. everyday lives, that one needs touse the from Macy’s perspective, this is inevita- 

The articles reprinted here must sure- material carefully and thoughtfully. ble. Thus there is limited support for the 

ly cover every device invented by the [Doris Seale] lesbian reader who is likely to want more 

dominant society to dekumanize the con- information and details about the nature 
quered and thereby justify their control. of Annie and Lola’s relationship. There 
There are half-baked accounts of cere- 4 is, however, clear insight into the oppres- _ 

monial occasions as observed by whites Bouquets for Brimbal sion suffered by lesbians when their rela- 
—“Pagan Teachings Mixed Up With Or- py J. P. Reading. tionships are denied or invalidated by — 
gies at Onondaga Castle” reads one Harper & Row, 1980, their heterosexual “friends.” 
headline—and of “strange,” “cruel,” $8.95, 186 pages, grades 7-up It should also be noted that both Annie 
“barbarous” and “weird” customs. A vari- : and Macy clearly have access to the priv- 
ety of “crimes” are reported: Mitchell Bouquets for Brimbal parallels two  jjege of wealth. Macy lives in a “dream- 
Oak is sentenced to 2% years at Dan- developing teenage love relationships, },oyse-beautiful” on Long Island and An- 
nemora for marrying a white girl, while 0m heterosexual and one lesbian. Best nie can afford the financial risk of trying 
the saloon keeper who shot Frank Ter- friends Macy Bacon and Annie Brimbal to become an actress in New York City 
race, a “half-breed” (drunk, of course), in ave planned for several years to spenda after she graduates from high school. Al- 
the back, is acquitted. There are land SUMmmer during high school working to- so, Macy sees her decision to work that 
claims and fishing rights battles, at- ether at a summer stock theatre. Macy summer as reversible if the going gets 
tempts to regain sacred and historical Works in the pr ops department and is. too hard. 
objects appropriated by the white heterosexual; Annie is a talented BED Despite these class issues, I would rec- 
man—... it is. . . the hope of the ing actress and has already recognized ommend Bouquets for Brimbal because it 
friends of the Iroquois that in time, the her attraction to women. : presents a much-needed balance of both 
relics may be gathered together and pre- During the summer, Macy becomes in- heterosexual and lesbian teenage rela- 
served by the State of New York. . . .” volved with Don. Annie, meanwhile, has tionships, while accurately reflecting the 
And always, there is the State’s insist-  2cted on her attraction to Lola, adirector imbalance of societal validation con- 
ence on its jurisdiction over reservation @t the theatre. Though Macy iseager to ferred on each. [Jan Meryl] 
lands. One of the most disturbing things share with Annie her loving feelings 
about reading this work is the realiza- about her relationship with Don, she is 
tion of how very little has changed ina unable = eer a fact that rae is 
hundred rs. seriously involved wii a woman. in her ah 

aise aie and important book. It denial of Annie’s relationship, Macy does Waiting for 

will help Native People better under- not leave herself open to sharing Annie’s Johnny Miracle 
stand what has happened to us, and why, J°Y; and the two friends grow increasing- Be Ali 

aa & ly distant y Alice Bach. 
and what it is we are fighting. For ‘Y i aie Harper © Row1980 
whites, who, for the most part, have ab- By the end of the novel, Macy 1s direct- $8 ae 240 2 5 des 7-12 
solutely no conception of what it is like to ly confronted with her friend’s lesbian ot] edo CS 
grow up Indian in this country, its value relationship and is unable to deny itsex- This is a book we would heartily recom- 

could hardly be overestimated. For un- istence. Macy comes to accept Annie’s mend—and cannot. Its story—that of a 
dergraduates, secondary and even ele- happiness with Lola and recognize her teenage girl with cancer—is one that is 
mentary students, Pagans in Our Midst °W® jealousy and sense of loss. She also fast becoming a national tragedy. Cancer _ 
will be an unsurpassed resource. One ealizes that she was very unfair to An- igs now the second greatest killer of chil- 
word of caution to teachers using the Me 1n giving validity only toherownre- dren under fifteen in the U.S., and the 
book with their classes: Although, as the lationship with Don. _The two women author, who works with young cancer pa- 
Foreword states, “The racism is obvious then become close again. tients, presents them and their all-too- 
to all who would see,” the attitudes em- x er book : = in that it ae as common situation with straightforward 
ire a ee eterosexual readers recognize that oth- realism. 

| PAGANS 1} IN (0 UB NS) er, different but equal relationships oc- Becky comes from New Jersey, which 
l9ooCO cur simultaneously amongst their peers. the young patients in the cancer ward to 

ae i Co In addition, the book does not negatively which her illness brings her call “Cancer 
io ee L | stereotype Annie’s lesbian relationship, Alley.” The world we live in is silently _ 
a a |. | whichis presented as caring, supportive, slaying these young people, isolating | 
a _. = — | sensitive and strong. (In fact, Macy’s re- them in a stark hospital world of their 
ic 2 — = o lationship is more stereotyped in that own where they watch their companions 
le 2 > bi — she is often the learner who follows Don’s die, one by one, in a terrifying, lonely | 2 os 7 Z | lead.) room at the end of the hall. Their talk is 
L 7 | The novel is limited because the read- full of their struggles to live and details | 
i ll er does not get an in-depth picture of An- of the treatment they wryly describe as | 
2 oe | nie’s relationship, though we gain much worse than the disease: nausea, hair loss, 

deeper insight into Macy’s relationship _ burning of their veins by chemotherapy. 
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With all the resourcefulness and pluck of knowledgeable white middle-class riences we join Idalia and Papo in their 
young people, they go through these young people in the cancer ward know __bicultural world, where the U for unity/ 
traumatic daily experiences and grow. that laetrile and anything but che- unidad is an important ‘concept that 

They shed the illusions they wish their motherapy, radiation and surgery is bridges the differences between people 

parents would let go of. Instead of deny- “quackery.” Only José comes from the __ who live and work together in a commu- 
ing cancer, they want it acknowledged, kind of family that is unscientific nity. 
and with it, the quality of their lives: enough to seek out a healer. When José The inhabitants of Idalia’s project in- 
their fear and their bravery. Becky and _ rejects the hospital for the healer’s clude Joe, the hard-working janitor; 
her new friends live full lives; and they herbs and poultices, we know he will Quincy, an African American neighbor 
help each other to do so, even tothe point not survive. Neither will too many of _ who shares his lantern during a black- 
of arranging a tragi-comic tryst for oneof the other children, unfortunately; but out; Quincy’s sister Wilma, who as an ar- 
them who will not live to see sixteen. no moral is drawn from their com- _ tist is a role model for Idalia; and Xioma- 

What they cannot control they mock, pliance to limited medical treatment ra, who hands out leaflets against pollu- 
with a kind of gallows humor. (For that—by itself—is also shown as not tion. Idalia’s father is found cooking in 
Becky’s mother, who smokes incessant- saving them. [Joan Kelly] the kitchen and her grandmother is at 

ly, they purchase a button that reads her sewing machine. Idalia herself takes 
“Cancer Cures Smoking.”) They form a her share of responsibility by shopping 
society of the knowing, protecting each for groceries and helping out at home. 
other by their shared, often cruel real- There is realism as well as humor in 
ism, from the hurt of the “normal” world Idalia’s Project ABC: this book. The text for R notes that the 
when it will not or cannot enter into 3 city has rats, which are a health hazard. 
their emotional reality. An Urban Alphabet The author’s concerns extend to the peo- 

All this genuine drama comes Book in ae aad community. Solutions to rok : , : 5 2 e collective; Idalia and Papo join 
pete ee ee oe Eng lish and Spanish their neighbors to clean up the neighbor- 

ily when cancer enters their lives. Itis | 14.1: Rosari hood, for instance. And when the chil- 
an entertaining story, too, which is a Pe it Fe OB OS ee aes dren get into trouble when they write 
feat. But its faults are too serious to olt, Rinehart and Winston, 1981, peme ou affiti on a wall, they help Joe the 
overlook. There is no hope in this book, $6.95, unpaged, grades p.s.-3 Janitor clean it off. i 
as indeed there probably is little inthe This is more than an alphabet book: it’s a Each letter and illustration offer an 
cancer ward the author is faithfully de- bilingual tour through an urban child’s opportunity for discussion. Moreover, 
scribing. The orthodox language of sights and experiences. Idalia begins YU"S readers can be helped to think 
“remission” is used, which is not at all with A in English by asking Papo’s ‘through the idea of languages being dif- 
cheering, even if remissions last many _ mother ifhe can come out to play; Papo is ferent from each other. : : 
years. Remission and/or death may in- _ Idalia’s amigo, providing the Spanish A _Children who live in housing Projects 
deed be the lot of many of the children _ word. Idalia and Papo play on the bloque__ Will be able to identify with Idalia’s im- 
the author knows, yet the fact is that in front of their brick housing project 28°: Others will be able to explore a new 
cancer is unpredictable. People do sur- (bloque is commonly used in many ur- and different experience in culture and 
vive it, even if medicine knows no ban Spanish-speaking communities). language. ‘ 
“cure.” Conventional and unconven- ‘Through language and sharing expe- _, !M@ illustrations are clear, honest and 
tional treatment often produces lasting charming. ‘They work with the text to 
freedom from the disease, and there are create a picture of life in the projects. 
histories of spontaneous regression, idalia’s [Jamila Gaston] 
i.e., the utter disappearance of symp- — * a em o% 
toms that no treatment can account for. Project 

The author ignores these possibili- see oo a esi The Ways of 
ties and the point to be drawn from mr y 
cancer survivors: that healing involves [| {] 0 Qj fl 0 a a My Grandmothers 
more than medication. People have re- ~ L lo BAS Wolf 
sources of body and spirit that lie out- 0 0 (| ? a ever ef “th he : oS 
side medical control but that can aug- 0 ] | ‘ U oe DHOLWE: 
ment medication, for example, promis- rie : 2 

ing work with “attitudinal healing” is (| i 0 © : “aa 0 $9.95, 256 pages, grades 10-up 

now going on with young cancer pa- a Q o on The author is a young woman of the 
tients in California. For all her sym- ] ] i - Blood Division of the Blackfoot Na- 
pathy, the author rules out such heal- € OF _*& tion. She has written about the lives 
ing for her patients and her readers, sh eee of Native women, as experienced by 
and she does so by means of a racial ste- ee ee her people during the recent past. The 
reotype at that. Becky and all the other iy ieee Roa book grew out of her interest, as an 
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adult, in learning about the traditions female savior—aided by a young —@ — 
of the women of her people and in white girl—preferable to redemption | fi WEAV ERS ‘es | 
living a more traditional life herself. by the other sex, the author’s use of By Rateys Lasky Pheegmate by Cheimoptier G Regie 
She also wanted to set down what the the male pronoun for both sexes ne = ) ~~ a) ee 
grandmothers have to say while they gates that little nicety. 4 A Veo Fa 
are still with us and to provide some Until they see the love-light, all the | . | 2 _« 
guidance for the young people coming people in the village fight with one — Oe 
along, many of whom “have a very another: Blacks, browns, whites and AH ae - 
confused idea of what it is to really be yellows, old and young, fat and thin Ro eee et 
an Indian.” are competitive and unkind. Teaching e es ~~ ep ue 

The book may very well be unique; children that love is the answer to _ ™ ae rer 
certainly I have never come across hate and oppression is a dangerous _ _ » 4 Ng ~~ 
anything similar. It is a compilation distortion of reality because: > | = yee 
of history, social life and customs, 1. In the U.S. one class, color and M&  §§ <=. @o 
religious observances, “household sex gains at the expense of others, 
hints,” recipes, etc. There are stories, and children should be made aware of 
taped by the author, eu the lives of this. 
her mother and grandmother, and 2. People of color (including “In- A 
others of her Elders, as well as ac- dian chiefs” mentioned in the book) The Weaver’s Gift 
counts of some of her own experiences do not share equal responsibility for 
in learning how to live in the tradi- oppression and hate, and to suggest ty Been eS iy hen Knight 
tional manner. There is a section that they do is racist. ee a 2 W. x E : ee 

a a = ‘rederic! arne, 1981, 
called “Myths and Legends of My 8. Love does not change institu- 8105/58 pages! crades a orul 
Grandmothers” plus two groups of tional racism or sexism or ageism. I Bae 
photographs collected from family Only people struggling together for The Weaver's Gift is a rare find. Ina text 
albums, museums and other sources. their rights brings about change, and accompanied by excellent photographs, 
Apart from its content, which is ex- that is an important message to pres- the author describes the process of weav- 
tremely valuable, one special quality ent to children. ing from lamb to sheep to loom to 
of this work is its depiction of Native I would love to see the author of this _ blanket. 
people living a happy, normal and drivel telling a Black child and Black Central to the story is Carolyn Frye, a 
fulfilling existence—here are any- parents to smile lovingly when the weaver who raises sheep on her farm. 
vey ee yours, mine, aa oa Eee at their door! She saves the life of a freezing baby lamb 
uman beings. yia Motiman and caringly raises it—and others—to 
ao as the fact ey shear for wool. She then skirts (sorts) the 
ungry Woll 1s a very good writer. wool, washes and cards it. We see the in- 

Her book is interesting, moving, and, e Softly! tricate process of spinning the yarn and 
here and there, “ pretty funny. Al- ry sottly: « dyeing it. Finally, we see Carolyn at her 
though an adult title, this is so reada- The Story of Child Abuse | toon, creating the weaver’s gift, a 
ble that it could easily be used by and blanket for the author’s toddler son. 
with older children. A lot of nonsense by Margaret O. Hyde. The authorimakes no efGrk ts Giccne 
has been written about the women of Westminster Press, 1980, Dlifyathe tectan niches ertrenel 11 : - i ly well- 
Native America, past and present. $8.95, 90 pages, grades 5-10 written and factual and shows deep ap- 
The Ways of My Grandmothers 18 2 ‘This oversimplified description of child preciation and respect for a woman and 
good antidote. This book is not to be abuse and child abusers, historical and her trade. The reader gains a clear sense 

missed. [Doris Seale] current, can be useful to a teacher who of the step-by-step weaving process. 
suspects that a child is being hurt at Children will learn not to take a finished 
home but who cannot get the child todis- product for granted, and their curiosity 
cuss her or his situation. about other processes of making things 

The Secret in the Garden The book will make clear to a child _ will most surely be aroused. 
: that child abuse is common among all The book has a strong female central 

written and illustrated socio-economic groups, that parents can character, who is helped by a supportive 
by Winifred Barnum Newman. be taught to stop abusing children (there husband and by Rob Burroughs, a man 
Baha i Publishing Trust (415 are groups involved in such counseling), who has been shearing sheep for over 50 
Linden Ave., Ill. 60091), 1980, and that children can also approach such years. Rob is a model of a competent 
$5., 32 pages, grades p.s.-2 organizations and reach help (provided older person who does valuable work. 
Here’s another love-cures-all distor- that this Administration’s budget cuts do The book can be read to pre-schoolers 
tion for children. This time around a not eliminate such social services). or by older children. It can be used for a 
“wise old woman’s” example of Since abused children are rarely trust- research project on weaving, or as an ex- 

tender-loving-care towards flowers ing enough tostepforwardandconfidein ample of one woman’s productivity and 
and folks saves the world (or the a teacher, this book may help open the contributions to society. It is a delightful 
village). While some may find a white conversational door. [Lyla Hoffman] book! [Jan M. Goodman] 

|. rc .  .C....zCCstééCsCUdzaiUi_OOOOCssC'sCéiéCQVOV 
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New Curriculum: 

VIOLENCE, THE KU KLUX KLAN AND THE 

STRUGGLE FOR EQUALITY 
This unique classroom resource provides historical 

and contemporary information about the Ku Klux Klan 
THE SUNG KEAN AND and the myths used in Klan propaganda. Developed in 

THE STRUGGLE FOR EQUALITY conjunction with the National Education Association 
and the Connecticut Education Association, this 72- 

See eee One e Se erae cr ONBe AIT page kit contains a comprehensive Background Infor- 
— mation section and eleven detailed lesson plans with 
‘ i), resource materials on such topics as The Ku Klux Klan 
ce Aw Au FF a = 7 Today, The Birth of the Klan, The Beginnings of White 
en hill ae Supremacy, The Klan in the 1920's, The Process of 

P e fae Scapegoating and Countering the Klan. An annotated 
a. ve ry ; ALLA Z bibliography and glossary are also included. 

ial Sy "D yg set Suitable for junior high and up, the kit will be an inval- 
i : i AL uable resource in school classrooms, church groups 

& si l Le and other settings in which people seek to learn more 
about the history and resurgence of the Ku Klux Klan. 

Fanless eae, Check or purchase order must accompany order. 
ral colic oa citadel seers avery Single copies are $4.95 only if check accompanies 
Vase er ee order. If purchase order is not prepaid, single copies 

are $5.45 ($4.95 plus 10% handling fee). There is a dis- 
count of 20% on orders for 10 or more copies. 

Send check and/or purchase order to 
The Council on Interracial Books for Children 

1841 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10023 
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